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P.A RSONAGE LANE.

~ bbetti~emellt.

-

THE- kind and flattering patronage bestowed on
the "Manual" of the Authoress, and the numerous suggestions she has received from various
friends, have induced her to commit to the
Press this little Companion to the Work-Table.
Most of the patterns contained in it will be found
to be entirely new, and are confidently issued as
accurate instructions for making the various ar-

i

ticles they profess to describe.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

The Authoress avails herself of this opportunity respectfully to announce that she is devoting
her time to the production of a larger and more
general volume, which will treat of every description of fancy needlework, and will contain the
result of many years' practical observation.
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PIlQO,

B. BY'S knitted chess

10

Bosom friend for a ,.

16

~~~UH

~

Bouet de voyage
Border very pretty ,'andyke
Bodice for a knitted,.
Bag shell knitting for a
Bag crochet in silk ..
Bag for a, in plain and double open crochet
Bal( for a, ill open mid ridged crochet
Bag elegant pattern for n, in bends and bugle~, crochet and
knitted
Book-covers, in crochet
Bag very pretty knitted
Bib 11 baby's, in crochet

31
39
4ii
46
78
79
81

Culis knitted lace, with edging
Cull' pattern, in stripes
Cuffs gentlem'Ul's- an excellent pattern
Cardinal, a netted
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94

100
10ii
118

3
ii
8
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INDEX.
Paae

Chair-covers, feather pattern
Chair-covers, leaf pattern
Cuffs honeycomb
Cushion a Turkish ..
Cap a pretty pattern for a babts ..
Cushion for a sofa or caniage, t,,;sted knitting
Cap a half, for wearing under a bonnct • .
Cloak very elegant Imitted cardinal
Cap pretty simple netted opera
Cap for a bonnet
Crochet elementary stitch of
Crochet doubl e
Crochet single open. .
Crochet double and treble open
Cup for 0. boy's crochet, in squares

16
17

IS

26
34
47
48
49
66

.,

. 65

68
69
71

72
74

Cardinal, in single open crochet border, and plain double crochet
77
Chain a bead spi ral . .
80
Cushion for a sofa, in sttipes, in douhle crochet
00
Cap a .imple netted, for weruing under n bonnet
112
Covers for chair-backs, sofa-covers, &c., in lmitting
114
Crochet, methorl of increasing, dccreasing, &c.
ll7
Doily for a round
Diamond pattern very pretty, Jor shawls, &c.
Diamond border pretty open
E dging leaf •.
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5
106
5
32

INDEX.

IX
Pa&e.

Edging open, for trimming .
Edging pretty strong, for trimming petticoats, childreu's dresses, &c.

38
126

Flower-stand a n etted
Flower-mat pretty, in crochet

34
72

Gaiters striped

]2

Hood for a baby's
Hood for a baby's- very simple pattern
Hassock for a, in double crochet..

43
53
] 24

Insertion pretty simple pattern for
Insertion pretty open stitch, for bags, purses, &c.

103
116

J acket or spencer ladies' lmitted

107

Knit pattern very pretty open

128

Leaf-pllttern, for shawls, &c.

14

Mitten for IL child's, long, opeu pattern
Muffatees, crossway pattern in crochet; for gentleman's
Method of putting beads on right side of crochet

68
82
98

Purse for a long, in plain and open crochet, amI beads
Purse lor a long, in crochet

89
96
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INDEX.
Pa~e .

Purse for a short, willi bllI and ring

99

Pen-\\iper for a knitted
Petticoat a W81ID, in crochet
Pen-wiper a pretty, in dotlble crochet

118

Purse "ery pretty net
Purse pretty netted, with rows of honeycomb between
Shoe, a baby's, in double crochet ..
Strong stitch for a purse or bag ..
Shoe a baby's-pretty pattern J..'Ilitted
Shetland shawl-pretty, simple pattern for centres
Sachet or Dlouchoir case, in crochet

36
122
126
127

120
112
110

104
101

Shawl a netted
Shawl a netted, in crossbars

19

Stocking a receipt for a
Stocking for a child's

21

Shawl dice pattern for a
Shetland shawl very pretty pattern for a
Shoe very pretty for a baby's
Sock very pretty pattern for a baby's
Shawl a striped cT-ochet
Slipper pattern, in double crochet

20
43
65
67

69
61

82
86

Table-cover, a very pretty crochet
Table-cover, in stripes and Turkish colours, in crochet

84

Variation of double crochet

99
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of 'm:mlTs usel1 ill iItnittilTg

Cast on :-Make 1 loop, and put it on your pin;
take a 2d pin and knit that stitch, but without
taking the pin out of the 1st stitch; pass the 2d
stitch on to the pin with it; knit another stitch
and pass it on to the same pin: continue in this
manner till you have the desired number.
Cast oJ! :-Knit 2 plain stitches, pull the 1st
stitch over the 2d, knit a 3d stitch, pull the 2d
stitch over the 3d, knit a 4th stitch, pull the 3d
stitch over the 4th: continue in this manner until
you have knit all the loops.
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Xll

EXPLANATION OF TERMS

Knit 2 stitches together : -Take 2 of the loops on
your left-hand pin and knit them in 1.
Knit a stitch, taking the back pm't of the stitch, : Take that part of the loop that is farthest from
you, and knit it.
<

. Knit 2 stitches together, taldng the back part of
the stitches:- Take the part that is farthest from
you of 2 loops on your left-hand pin, and knit them
in I with the pin that is in your right hand.
Make a stitch : -When doing plain knitting, you
bring the thread forward between the 2 pins; this
will make a s,titch. And another way of doing it
is to pick up a loop between the stitches and knit
it. To make a stitch \Yhen seaming, the thread
must be passed round the pin so as to bring it
to the same side again.
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USED IN KNITTING.

Xlll

Pick up a stitch : -This is done when you wish
to increase a stitch: take 1 of the loops from the
preceding row and knit it.

,1

Pass the tlwead in front : -This is done to increase a stitch: take the thread you are working
witb, ancl pass it between the needles to the side
of tbe knitting that is towards you.
Pass the thread 1"ound the pin : -Take the thread
you are working witb, and pass it round tbe pin to
the side of the knitting that is towards you : this
increases a stitch.
Pass the thread back-Is merely to place tbe
wool at that part of the knitting that is farthest
from you.
Slip a stitch- Is to pass a stitch from the lefthand needle to the right, without lmitting it.
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XIV

EXPLANATION OF TERMS.

Slip a stitch the reversed way-Is to pass a stitch
in the same manner as before, taking that part of
the loop that is towards you,
Seam a stitch : -Take that part of the loop that
is nearest you, having the wool in front towards
you, and knit. Seaming and Purling mean the
same thing.
Cotton or silk j01'wa1'd : -Wheu this occurs, it
increases a stitch in a knit row by bringing the
cotton to the front of the needles.

"
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ERRATA.
Page 18, line 4 - For" seam 6," read" SC!llll 3;" and in line 6,
insert, tfthread forward, knit 1," before "seam 2."
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KNITTING AND NETTING.

$01:

iltnittetr 1J..ace

Qttltr~,

In itb iStrging.

Use No. 20 Mee's Persian thread, and No. 17 needles.

CAST on 41 stitches, knit D rows plain; slip a stitch,
knit D, bring the thread forward, knit 2 together, knit 1
plain, bring the thread forward, knit 2 together, knit 1
plain. Continue repeating this to within 3 of the end.
Knit the 1st, bring the thread forward and lmit 1, bring
the thread forward and knit 1. Second row : -Bring the
thread forward and knit a st.itch, bring the thread forward
and seam 3, knit 3 plain; knit the open stitch as before,
knitting 4 plain at the edge. Third row :-Slip 1, knit
D; commence the ,open stitch; after repeating it 10 times
you have 6 on the left needle; knit 2, bring the thread
forward, knit 1, bring the ' thread forward, slip 1, knit the
next, pull the slipped stitch over the knitted one, knit the
next. Fourth row :--Knit 2, seam 3, knit D, bring the
thread forward and begin the stitch as before, always
knitting 4 plain at this edge. Fifth row :-Slip 1, knit D,
B
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knit the opep. stitch the same number of times as before~
knit 3, bring the thread forlVard, knit 1, bring tbe thread
forward, slip 1, knit 1, pull the slipped stitch over the
knitted one, knit the next. Sixth row :-knit 2 plain,
seam 3, knit 6 ; finish the row as usual. Seventh row :Slip a stitch, knit 5, knit th~ open stitch 10 times, knit 4,
bring the thread forward, knit 1, bring the thread forward,
slip 1, knit the next, pull the slipped stitch over the
knitted one, knit the next. Eighth row :-Knit 2 plain,
seam 3, knit 7, the open stitch as usual. Ninth row:Slip 1, knit 5, the open stitch repeated 10 times, knit 5,
bring the thread forward, knit 1, bring the thread forward ,
slip 1, knit 1, pull the slipped stitch over the knitted one,
lmit the next. Tenth row :-Knit 2, seam 3, knit 8, tbe
open stitch as before. Eleventh row:- Slip 1, knit 5,
the open stitch repeated 10 times, knit 6, bring the
thread forward, kn it 1, bring tbe thread forward, slip 1,
knit 1, pull the slipped stitch over the knitted one, knit
the next. Twelfth row:- Knit 2, seam 3, knit 9, the
rest of the row as usual. Thirteenth row:-Slip ], knit
15, the open work repeated 10 times, knit 6, knit 2 together, knit 3 . You are now to cast off 7 stitches, knit 5,
and the open stitch as before. The next row is the same
as the 1st.
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p1!etill Ql:1llf Uatterrr, in two ~tt:ille!l.
Shetland wool.

Needles No. 19.

Cast on 25 stitches on each of 3 needles. F irst
row :-Seam a stitch, hring the wool forward, slip a
stitch, knit a stitch, pull the slipped stitch over the
knitted one, knit 2 plain stitches, bring the wool forward,
slip a stitch, knit a stitch, pull the slipped sti teh over the
knitted one, seam a stitch : second stripe-knit 3, knit 2
together, bring the wool forward, knit 1: continue to
bring the wool forward and knit 1 till you bave made 7
loop stitches; . bring the wool forward, slip 1, knit 1, pull
tbe slipped stitch over tbe knitted one, knit 3; continue
the alternate stripes all round this row. Second row : Seam a stitch, knit 6 plain stitches, seam a stitch: second
stripe-knit' 2 stitches, knit 2 together, knit 15, slip 1,
knit 1, pull the slipped stitch over the knitted one, knit
1: continue the two stripes all ronnd. Third row : Seam 1, knit 2 together, bring the wool forward and knit
2 plain stitches, knit 2 together, pass the wool twice
round the needle, and seam: second stripe-lm it 1, knit
2 together, knit 15, slip 1, knit 1, pull t,h e slipped stitch
over the knitted one, knit 1: continue the two stripes all
ro und. Fourth row:-Seam 1, knit 6 plain, seam 1:
B 2

•
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second stripe-knit 2 together, knit ]5, slip 1, knit 1,
pull the slipped stitch over the knitted one: continue the
two stripes all round. Fifth row :-Seam a stitch, bring
the wool forward, slip a stitch, knit a stitch, pull the
sli pped stitch over the knitted one, knit 2 stitches plain,
bring the wool forward, slip a stitch, knit a stitch, pull
the slipped stitch over the knitted "one, seam a stitch:
second "stripe-knit 15: continue the two stripes all
round. This finishes the 'pattern. For the narrow stripe
continue the same as in the first 4 rows, all through.
Repeat the pattern 22 times: 23d time, in the seco;nd
" stripe-knit 2, knit 2 together, make 9 loop stitches; in
making the 10th, slip 1, knit 1, pull the slipped stitch
over the knitted one, knit 2: continue the same in the
second stripe of each needle: second row of second stripe
-knit 1, knit 2 together, knit 19, slip 1, knit 1, pull the
slipped stitch over the knitted one, knit 1: conti"nue the
same in the second stripe of each needle: third row of
second stripe-knit 2 together, knit 19, slip 1, knit], pull
the slipped stitch over the knitted one: continue the
second stripe the same on each needle. Cast off.
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0entlenllm'~ Q.tuffS-llu
Shetland wool.

excellent

11l1itml.

Needles No . 20.

Cast on 33 stitches on 2 needles and 36 on the third.
Seam 8 rows all round, knit 8 rows plain, seam 8 rows,
knit 8 rolVs plain, seam 8 rows, knit 1 row plain, rib in
3 's 84 rows, knit 1 row plain, seam 8 rows, knit 8 rows
plain, seam 8 rows, knit 8 rows plain, seam 8 rows.
Cast off.

lVO .

!

10 Strut/'s knitting col/on, and I S pins, sholtZd be ltsed.

Cast on 1 stitch on each of 4 pins. Knit a pl ain
ronnd. Second round :-Make 1, and knit 1,4 times.
Third ronnd :-Knit plain. Fourth round :-Make 1,
and knit 1, 8 times. Fifth round :-Knit plain. Sixth
round :-Make 1, and knit 2, for 8 tim es. Seventh _
round :-Knit plain. Eighth ronnd :-Make a stitch,
and knit 3, for 8 times. Ninth round :-Knit plain.
T enth round :-Make a stitch, and knit 4, for 8 times.
Eleventh round :-Knit plain. Twelfth round :- Make
1, knit 1, make 1, knit 2 together, knit 2, make 1, knit 1,
make 1, knit 2 together, knit 2, make 1, knit 1, make I,
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knit 2 together, knit 2, make 1, knit 1, make 1, knit 2
together, knit 2, make 1, knit I, ma'ke 1, knit 2 together,
knit 2, make 1, knit 1, make 1, knit 2 together, knit 2,
make 1, knit 1, make 1, knit 2 together, knit 2, make 1,
knit 1, make 1, knit 2 together, knit 2. Thirteenth
round :-Knit plain. Fourteenth round :- Make 1, knit
2, make 1, knit 2 together, knit 2, make 1, knit 2, make
1, knit 2 together, knit 2, make 1, knit 2, make I, knit 2
together, knit 2, make 1, knit 2, make 1, knit 2 togethel',
Imit .2, make 1, knit 2, make I, knit 2 together, knit 2,
make 1, knit 2, make 1, knit 2 together, knit 2, make I,
knit 2, make 1, knit 2 t.agether, knit 2, make 1, knit 2,
make 1, knit 2 together, kni t 2. Fifteenth round :- Knit
plain. Sixteenth round :-Make I, knit 1, make 1, knit
2 togp.thel', make 1, knit 2 together, make 1, knit 1, make
1, knit 2 together, make 1, knit 2 together, knit 2, make
1, knit 1, make 1, knit 2 together, make 1, knit 2 together, knit 2, make 1, knit I, make 1, knit 2 together,
make 1, knit 2 together, knit 2, make 1, knit 1, make 1,
knit 2 together, make 1, knit 2 together, knit 2, make 1,
Imit 1, make 1, knit 2 together, muke 1, knit 2 together,
knit 2, make I, knit 1, make 1, knit 2 together, make 1,
knit 2 together, knit 2, make I, knit 1, make 1, knit 2
together, make 1, knit 2 together, knit '2. Seventeenth
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7

round :-Knit plain . Eighteenth round :-Make 1, knit
2, make a stitch and knit 2 together twice, knit 2, make 1,
knit 2, make a stitch anel knit 2 together twice, knit 2,
make 1, knit 2, make a stitch and knit 2 together twice,
lmit 2, make l, knit 2, make a stitch and knit 2 together
twice, knit 2, make 1, knit 2, make a stitch and knit 2
together twice, knit 2, make 1, knit 2, make a gtitch and
knit 2 together twice, knit 2; make 1, knit 2, make a
stitch anel knit 2 together t wice, knit 2, make 1, knit 2,
make a stitch and knit 2 together twice, knit 2. Nineteenth round :- Knit plain . Twentieth round :-Make a
stitch, knit 1, make a stitch anel knit 2 together 3 tim es,
knit 2, make J, l,rnit 1, make a stitch and knit 2 together
3 times, knit 2, make 1, knit 1, make a stitch ancl kn it 2
together 3 times, knit 2, make 1, knit 1, make a stitch
anel knit 2 together 3 times, knit 2, make 1, knit 1, make
a stitch and knit 2 together 3 times, knit 2, make 1, knit
1, make a stitch and knit 2 together 3 times, knit 2,
make 1, knit 1, make a stitch and knit 2 together 3 times,
knit 2, make 1, kllit 1, make a stitch, and knit 2 together
3 times, knit 2. Twenty-first round : -Knit plain.
Twenty-second ronnd :-Seam all the stitches. Twentythird rounel :- Seam all the stitches. Twenty-fourth
round : -Make a stitch, knit 2 together, make a stitch,
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knit 2 together, make a stitch, knit 2 together, and so on,
for this round. Seam 2 more rounds, a11d cast off your
stitches. Take either of the narrow knitted edgings, amI
knit a sufficient quantity to trim it with: it should be
sewed on rather loosely.

jfOt II N cttelr <!tatlriitaI.
Thi. is done in 11 shades of scarlet German wool, .oith t.oo-sized meshes;
the narrowest this ,vi,ltlt - - , and the ,videst
this --;, - - -- -

Begin on a foundation of 60 stitches, with the lightest
shade of wool, and net 6 rows on the small mesh. With
the next shade: net 2 stitches in 1, with the wide mesh,
in every stitch with single wool; net 2 plain rows on the
small mesh. N ext row: for the first 40 loops, net 2
stitches in 1 on the wide mesh with single wool; then net
1 and 2 stitches in every alternate loop, till within 40
stitches of the end; then net 2 stitches in 1 in evc1'y loop
to the end; net 2 rows of the same shade with the narrow
mesh. With the third shade: net 1 rowan the wide
mesh with double wool, and 2 on the narrow with the
single. Fourth shade: net 1 rowan the wide mesh with
double wool, 2 on the narrow with single. Fifth shade:
net 1 rowan the wide mesh with double wool, and 2 on
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the narrow with single. Sixth shade : 1 wide double,
2 narrow single. Seventh shade : the same. Eighth
shade : the same. Ninth shade: the same. Tenth
shade: the same. Eleventh shade: the same. Net the
10th shade with single weal on the wide mesh: net 4
stitches in 1 in every alternate loop at the bottom, and
carry it round up the two sides, netting in every loop,
formed by th$'l ending of the rows, 4 stitches. With the
9th shade, on the small mesh, 1 plain row all round.
The same with the 8th. With the 9th shade, on the
small mesh, net 1 stitch in every alternate loop. This
finishes the lower part of the cardinal. For the collar:
-cast on 80 stitches, and net 2 rows with the lightest
shade on the small mesh. With the second shade: net
I row, with double wool, on the wide mesh, 2 rows single
on the narrow, 1 double on the wide, 2 single on the
narrow. Third shade : I double on the wide, 2 single
on the narrow. With the fourth shade: net 4 stitches in
1, in every alternate loop, with single wool on the wide
mesh. Fifth shade: 1 plain row on the narrow mesh.
Sixth shade : the same. Seventh shade : 1 stitch in
every. alternate loop, on the narrow mesh. This completes the collar, which is then sewn on. This is exceedingly pretty, and light looking, and very warm.
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Fou,·.thread fleecy, rather coarse, and goo(/"'sized iv ory needles.

For the back, cast on: (in white ) 112 stitches; knit, in
garter knitting, 24 rows, narrowing a stitch at the beginning and end of every 4th row, join on the coloured wool
and knit 56 rows, still narrowing a stitch at the beginning
and end of every 4th row : tbis will reduce it to 72
stitches: knit 22 stitches, knit 3 together for 9 times,
knit 23. This ends the row. Knit 8 rows, narrowing
a stitch at the beginning and end of the 2d and 6th
rows. There shonld now be 50 stitches on the needles.
Cast off 4 to begin tbe arm-hole, knit to the end of the
row. Cast off 4 at tbis end also. Knit 4 rows, narrowing a stitch at each end of the needle every 2d row.
This leaves 38 stitches on the needle. Knit 14 plain
t:Ows. Knit 6 rows, increasing a stitch at the beginning
and end of every 2d needle. This will make 44 stitches.
Knit 12 rows, narrowing a stitch at the beginning and
end of the needle every 4th row; and 12 more rows,
narrowing a stitch at the beginning and end of the needle
every 2d row. There should be 26 stitches. Cast off.
For the n'ont :- Cast all 70 stitches in white, knit 24
rows, narrO\ving a stitch at the b.eginniug of the needle
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every 4th row on one side, and slipping the 1st stitch at
the other side every row. Join on the colours. Knit 56
rows, narrowing a stitch at the beginning of the needle
every 4th row, and slipping the 1st stitch at the other
side every row. T here will now be 50 stitches on the
needle. Knit 2 plain rows, lmit from the straight side 5
stitches (slipping the first ), knit 2 together 15 times, knit
15 stitches. There are now 35 stitches. Kuit 6 rows,
narrowing a stitch at the same side yo u narrowed before
the 2d and 5th rows. Cast off 4 stitches for the armhole, at the narrowed side. There are now 29 stitches.
Knit 4 rows, narrowing a stitcb for the arm-bole every
other row. Twenty-seven stitches on tbe needle. Knit
2 vlain rows, knit 16 rows, increasing a stitch at the side
next the arm-hole every ro w, slipping the 1st stitch of
every row at tbe straight side. There sbould now be 35
stitches. Knit 16 rows, nalTowing a stitch at the beginning of each row at the ann-hole side. Cast off from
the straight side 12 stitches. There will now be 15
stitches remaining: narrow at the arm-hole side, 1 stitch
at the beginning of each needle, and at the front 1 stitch
at the beginni ng of every 2d 'row, till reduced to 2
stitches. Fasten off. Knit the 2d ii'ont exactly the
same. Sew tbem and tbe back together. For the
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collar :-Cast on 56 stitches, in white, knit 24 rows,
slipping the 1st stitch at each end, join on the colour,
knit 18 rows. Cast off, and sew it to the dress, leaving
10 stitches of the dress at each side in front plain. Sew
the fronts up about half-way from the bottom. For the
sleeves :-Cast on 34 stitches, in white; knit 24 rows,
slipping the 1st stitch at each side;-join on the colour,
knit 30 rows plain, knit 16 rows, increasing 1 stitch at
the beginning and end of the needle every 2d row.
There will now be 50 stitches : narrow I stitch at the
beginning and end of the needle every row till it is
reduced to 13 stitches. Cast off. Sew up the sleeves
and sew them into the dress. The dress must be
fastened in front with hooks and eyes, and a plaiting of
satin ribbon all down the front, and a waistbelt of the
'
same, and a full plaiting to the belt at the back.

~tt(lleb <1Pa:(tet~.

TIt"e aTe done in 2-thread fleecy, and No. 13 pins; 2 pin. are ,·equiTed.

Cast on 22-stitches, knit 18 plain rows, increasing at
the toe every time. There will then be 30 stitches on
tbe pin; then let off 14 stitches Qll to a piece of thread,
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and knit the remaining number of stitches backwards and
forwards for 24 rows, without increasing; cast on 14
stitches at the same end you before left off that number,
and knit 18 rows, decreasing 1 stitch at the toe, till only
20 stitches are left. This completes the foot. For the
leg, take up 14 stitches on each side, and 12 in the
centre, knit 2 stitches of white, :> of scarlet, :> of white,
:> of scarlet, :> of white, :> of scarlet, :> of white, :> of
scarlet, 3 of white. In the next row, seam the stitches
with the same colours. Repeat these two rows alternately, till 6 rows are completed. This finishes 1 row of
squares, then begin with 2 stitches of scarlet, [) of white,
and so on, thus reversing the squares. Continue in this
manner till 3 rows of squares are done, then knit 9 more
rows of squares, increasing 1 every other row, and the
increased stitches will gradually form the whole s!iuares at
the edges. Then knit 3 more rows of squares, without
increasing, remembering always to reverse the colours after
each row of squares; knit 2 rows of squares, decreasing
I every other row, then knit 10 rows of the scarlet,
knitting 2 stitches and seaming 2, then knit 6 plain rows,
and cast off.
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Twelve stitches in pattel'll; if for a so fa-cover, you
must set on 114 stitches, and keep 3 stitches for each
edge. First row: after 3 stitches for edge, knit 1 plain,
wool forward, 3 plain, knit 2 together, 1 pl'ain, 2 together,
3 plain, wool forward, and repeat to· 3 for edge, and seam
back row. Second row: 3 for edge, 2 plain, wool forward, 2 plain, 2 together, 1 plain, 2 together, 2 plain,
wool forward, 1 plain, and repeat with edge, and back
row seamed. Third row: 3 for edge, 3 plain, wool
forward, 1 plain, 2 together, 1 plain, 2 togeth~r, 1 plain,
wool forward, 2 plain, and repeat, edge 3, seam back row.
Fourth row: 3 for edge, 4 plain, wool forward, 2 toge.ther,
1 plain, 2 together, wool forward, 3 plain, repeat, edge
3, and seam back row. Fifth row: 3 for edge, 5 plain,
wool forward, slip 1, knit 2 together and bring the slipped
stitch over, wool forward, 4 plain, and repeat, and 3 edge,
with back row seamed. Sixth row: 3 for edge, 1 plain,
2 together, 3 plain, wool forward, 1 plain, wool forward,
3 plain, 2 together, and reiJeat, edge 3, and back, row
seamed. Seventh row: 3 for edge, 1 plain, 2 together,
2 plain, wool forward, 3 plain, )vool forward, 2 plain, 2
together, and repeat, edge 3, back row seamed. Eighth
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i'ow: 3 for edge, 1 plain, 2 together, 1 plain, wool
forward, 5 plain, wool forward, 1 plain, 2 together, and
repeat, edge 3, back row seamed. Ninth row: 3 for
edge, 1 plain, 2 together, wool forward, 7 plain, wool
forward, 2 together, and repeat, edge 3, back row seamed.
Tenth row: 3 for edge, 2 together, wool forward, 9
plain, ~;. wool forward, slip 1, knit 2 together and bring
the slipped stitch over, wool forward, 9 plain, repeat
fi'om .;;. to end, edge 3, and back row seamed, and then
begin first row.
1jJr.",tt)1 ®p&1t il!JiamonlJ 130tlJet fot: fbI', abo be, if lJone

as a ~balnl.
First row: knit 5, bring the wool forward, knit 1,
wool forward, kn it 5, and repeat. Seam 2d row. Third
row: knit 2 together, knit 1, knit 2 together, wool forward, knit 3, wool forward, and repeat. Seam 4th i'ow.
Fifth row: knit 3 together, wool forward, knit 5, wool
forward, and repeat. Seam 6th row. Seventh row: wool
forward, knit 2,';;' wool forward, knit 2 together, knit 1,
knit 2 together, wool forward, knit 3, and repeat from *.
Seam 8th row. Ninth row: wool forward, knit 4, * wool
forward, knit 3 together, wool forward, knit 5, and repeat
{i'om
Begin again from 2d row.

*.
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Four-thread No . 6 co/Con, and large pins.

Cast on 19 stitches for each feather, about 5 feathers or
95 stitches generally. Knit 1 plain row; 2d or pattern
row, increase 3 stitches, which is done by bringing the
cotton before the needle, decrease '-3 stitches by taking 2
together, kuit I, decrease 3, increase 3, and again begin;
increase 3, decrease 3, knit 1, decrease 3, and increase 3.
Third row seamed; 4th row, plain; 5th row, seamed.
Then commence the pattern-row. Four rows after the
first complete the pattern .

.;If01"

It

:J3osom .;Ifl:ieub.

Cast on 100 stitches; knit 8 plain rows, knit 44 rows
of the double knitting, knitting the two first and last
stitches of every row plain; then decrease 2 stitches at
the beginning of the row after knitting the two plain
stitches, and at the end before knitting the two plain
stitches; knit 12 rows, and decrease again in the same
manner, knit 12 more and decrease as before, knit 12
more and decrease, knit 8 rows and decrease as before,
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knit 28 rows without decreasing, then cast on 48 extra
stitches and knit 16 rows, knitting 1 and seaming 1 alternately, then cast off the stitches, seam the narrow piece to
the side of the other, and bind it all round with ribbon.
i1Mf~~atttl;n

fot: a

QJ:bair~QJ:ober.

For 2 needles, 14 stitches to each pattern . First row :
seam 2, knit 1, knit 2 together, seam 4, knit 2, seam 2,
bring the thread forward and knit 1, pass the thread round
the needle, and repeat from seam 2, &c. Second row:
seam 3, knit 2, seam 2, knit 3, knit 2 together, seam 1,
knit 2, and repeat. Third row: seam 2, knit 1, knit 2
together, seam 2, knit 2, seam 2, lmit 1, thread forward
and knit 1, thread forward and knit 1, and repeat. Fourth
row: seam 5, knit 2, seam 2, knit 1, knit 2 together, seam
I, knit 2, and repeat. Fifth row : seam 2, knit 1, knit 2
together, knit 2, seam 2, knit 2, thread forward and knit
1, thread forward and knit 2, and repeat. Sixth row:
seam 7, knit 2, seam 1, knit 2 together, seam 1, knit 2,
and repeat. Seventh row: seam 2, knit 1, knit 2 together,
seam 2, knit 3, thread forward and knit 1, thread forward
and knit 3, and repeat. Eighth row: seam 9, knit 2,
knit 2 together, knit 2, and repeat. Ninth row: seam 2,
C
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thread forward and knit 1, thread round the needle
and seam 2, knit 1, knit 2 together, seam ], knit 5,
and repeat.
Tenth row: seam 4, knit 1, knit 2
together, seam 1, knit 2, seam 5, knit 2. and repeat.
Eleventh row: seam 2, knit 1, thread forward and
knit 1, seam 2, knit 1, knit 2 together, seam 1,
knit 3, and repeat. Twelfth row: seam 2, knit 1, knit
2 together, seam 1, knit 2, seam 5, knit 2, and repeat.
Thirteenth row : seam 2, knit 2, thread forward and
knit 1, thread forward and knit 2, seam 2, knit 1,
knit 2 together, knit 2, and repeat. Fourteenth row:
seam 1, knit 2 together, seam 1, knit 2, seam 7, knit 2,
and repeat. Fifteenth row: seam 2, knit 3, thread
forward and knit 1, thread forward and knit 3, seam
2, knit I, knit 2 together, and repeat. Sixteent'h
row: knit 2 together, knit 2, seam 9, knit 2, and
repeat.

1!1olU)1comb (!tuffs.
Cast on 48 stitches, slip a stitch with the wool forward,
knit 2 together, bring the wool forward, slip 1, knit 2
together, bring the wool forward, slip 1, knit 2 together,
bring the wool forward, slip 1, knit 2 together. Continue
In this manner with white wool till 22 rows are done.
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Join the coloured wool, and knit 2 ro ws. Third row:
slip the 2d stitch over the 1st and knit it, knit the 1st,
slip the 4th stitch over the 3d and knit it, knit the 3d;
contiuue in this manner till the row is completed. Knit
a plain row. Repeat the open row, with a plain row
between each, till 6 open rows are oone; then repeat the
22 rows of the close knitting, as at first, and cast off.

This i. done in white 8-thread wool, ana 6 shades of any c%ur that
look well with it.

Begin on a foundation of 5 stitches, increase 1 stitch
in the first, middle, and last stitches of every row throughout the shawl, till you have it the required size. On a
mesh this width
net 40 rows with the white,
increasing as above; then join the lightest shade of'
coloured wool and net 2 rows, 1 row of' the 2d, 2 rows of
the 3d shade, 2 rows of the 4th, 1 row of the 5th shade,
3 rows of the 6th shade, 1 row of the 5th shade, 2 rows
of the 4th, 2 rows of the 3d, 2d, and lightest shades;this completes 1 stripe. You thell repeat the same
Dumber of rows of each of the shades, to form a 2d and
a 3d stripe, which makes a good-sized shawl: but if
C2
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required larger, a 4th stripe may be added in the same
way; then, with a mesh I nail wide, and donble wool of
either of the colours, net 2 stitches in I ill every loop
formed by the endIng of the rows across the neck. For
the fringe round it, net, with a mesh I in~h wide, and
double wool of the 2d darkest shade, 1 stitch in every
loop round the two sides; then, with a mesh I nail wide,
and double wool of the darkest shade, net another rolV
round the two sides in the following manner :- Draw the
2d stitch through the 1st and net it, net the 1st stitch,
draw the 4th stitch through the 3d and net it, net t.he 3d,
draw the 6th stitch through the 5th and net it, net the
5th, and so on all round . This completes the shawl.
Jfor a: Netieb ~ija:hJI, ,in Qtt:ollflflatfl.

Take 4 sbades of any colour and white, and net, on a
foundation of 64 stitches, 4 rows of each from the darkest
to the white, and repeat it 6 times, which forms a square;
this mnst be folded in balf and lined with silk. The
mesh should be this width
; a nice
full-knitted fringe, of the same shades, in spaces, is
added after the netting has been pressed: 2 ounces of
each shade of the fleecy is sufficient to complete it,
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It ~toCltillg.

No. 10 Mec's P ersian thread, and needles No. 22, are the
proper sizes.

Cast on 56 stitches on the 1st needle, and 48 on each
of the other 2. Knit 1 row plain. Second row: knit 40
stitches plain, seam a stitch, knit all round plain. Knit
12 rows in the same way, all plain hut tbe seam-stitch.
Now the pattern begins: seam a stitch, knit 23 plain,
seam a stitch, knit 15 plain. This will bring yon to the
centre seam-stitch. Seam tbis stitch, and knit 15 plain.
This brings you to the end of the 1st needle. Seam a
stitch, knit 23 plain, seam a stitch, knit 23 plain. T his
will end the 2d needle. Seam a stitch, knit 23 plain,
seam a stitch, knit 23 plain. This end s the 3d needle.
Seam a stitch, knit 6 plain stitches, bring the cotton
forward, knit 1; bring the cotton forward and knit ] .
Contiuue to bring tbe cotton forward and knit 1 till you
have made 12 additional stitches. Knit 5 plain, seam a
stitch, knit ]5, seam a stitch, knit 15. (This is the back
of the stocking, and must always be knit the same- I5
plain, 1 seamed, . and 15 plain.) Seam a stitch, kni t 6
plain, bring the cotton forward, and knit 1. Continue this
till you have made 12 additional stitches as before. Knit 5,
seam a stitch, knit 6, bring the cotton forward , and make
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12 stitches as before. Knit 5, seam a stitch, knit 6, make
12 stitches as before. Knit 5, seam a stitch, knit 6,
make 12 as before, and knit 5. This finishes the row;
and you have 60 additional stitches for the pattern. Seam
a stitch and knit 35 plain, seam a stitch and knit the back
of the stocking, seam a stitch and knit 35, seam and knit
35, seam and knit 35, seam and knit 35. This ends the
row. Knit 2 rolVs more same as the last. You have
now made stitches enough for the pattern, and begin it.
First row: seam a stitch, knit 2 together 6 times, bring
the cotton forward, and knit 1. Continue this till you
have 11 holes made. Bring the cotton forward and slip a
stitch, knit a stitch, 'pull the slipped stitch over the knitted
one, slip a stitch, knit a stitch, pull the slipped stitch over
the knitted one. Continue to slip a stitch, lmit a stitch,
and pull the slipped one over it 4 times more, which
should bring yo u to the seam-stitch. Knit the back of
the stocking, and continue this pattern round the other
two needles, which will conclude the row. The next 3
rows are knit plain, except the seam-stitches, which must
be attended to. This finishes the pattern; and you begin
again at the first row, and repeat the pattern 45 times.
You then begin the heel: knit the seam-stitch on the 1st
needle plain, thel) knit th.e pattern-row of the stripe; knit
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the buck 'of the stocking und knit the 1st stripe off of
the next needle, (using the needle you have knit the stripe
and the back of the stocking with, ) remembering that
this is the pattern-row; knit the seam-stitch at the end of
the stripe plain. You have now 2 stripes and the plain
back of the stocking on the heel needles, and 3 stripes on
the front of the stocking; with the front you have at
present nothing to do. The first or pattern row of the
heel is knit; the remainder of the heel is to be knit
with double thread. Second row: slip'a stitch, seam 35
stitches, knit a plain stitch, seam 15, knit 1 pla,in, seam
15, knit 1 .plain, seam 36. Third row: slip a stitch,
knit 35, seam a stitch, knit 15, seam. a stitch, knit 15,
seam a slitch, knit 36. Fourth row: slip 1, seam 35,
knit 1 plain, seam 15, knit 1 plain, seam 15, knit 1 plain,
seam 36, Begin again with the pattern-row, remembering
that there is I plain stitch at the beginning and end of
each needle, which stitch must be slipped at the beginning
of every row. Repeat this pattern 9 times; at the 10th
time slip a stitch, knit 7 double slitches, make 8 holes,
narrowing from the last hole, 7 times, in the same mann er
as nsual; this will reduce the pattern 6 stitches. For
the II th time: slip 1, knit 7 double stitches, make 2
holes, narrowing [rom the 2d hole in the usual manner ;
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this will have reduced the heel 14 stitches in each stripe,
and finishes the pattern. Knit 10 plain rows, knitting all
the seam-stitches except the middle one plain. The heel
must now be closed; the narrowing mnst begin in the
row of plain knitting, not the seamed one. Knit 26
stitches, knit 2 together, knit 11 stitches, which brings
you to the seam; knit 11 stitches beyond the seam, slip a
stitch, knit a stitch, pull the slipped stitch over the
knitted one, turn back, slip I stitch, and seam II stitches,
knit the seam-stitch plain, seam II stitches, knit 2
together seamed, turn back, slip a stitch, knit to the seamstitch and 11 stitches beyond, slip a stitch, knit a stitch,
and pull the slipped stitch over the knitted one. Continue this narrowing till you have knit up all the stitches
at each side. Take up the loops all along the side of the
heel ( they should be 29), knit them with the single
thread, knitting the 2 last on the needle together. This
begins the gore. Knit the 3 stripes on the front needle,
in the pattern, as usual, only remembering that you have
no seam-stitch between the gore and the pattern; take up
tbe loops all along the 2d side of the heel, and take half
the heel stitches on the same needle, then slip the 1st
stitch, knit the 2d, pull the slipped stitch over it, knit the
remaining stitches on the needle. There should now be
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41 stitches on each of the side needles. The middle of
the heel ends the row, therefore the 1st needle is the one
which begins from that place. Knit 15 stitches plain,
make a stitch by taking up a loop of the last row, knit 3
stitches, make another as before, continue to knit 3 and
make I till you have increased 11 stitches, which will
bring you within 4 stitches of the end of the needle;
knit them plain. Knit the front needle in the 2d row of
pattern, knitting 35 and seaming 1, knitting 35, seaming
1, knitting 35, which ends the needle. Knit 3 stitches,
make I, knit 3 as before, till yo u have made II, knit 16
plain, which ends the row. There shonld now be 51
stitches on each of the side needles. You must knit to
within 2 stitches of the end of the 1st needle; knit them
together. Knit the front needl e in 3d row of pattern.
Third needle: slip a stitch, knit a stitch, pull the slipped
stitch over it, knit to the end of the needle plain. The
next row is not to be narrowed at either place. Continue
to narrow the side needles, as directed, every 2d row,
carrying on the pattern on the front needle, till you have
reduced the stitches on each side needle, the 1st to 36,
and the 2d to 36 stitches. There will now be 173 stitches
all round. Continne to knit the side needles plain, and
the front in pattern, till you have repeated the pattern
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from tbe beginning of tbe gore 32 times, join on the 2d
thread, and narrow the pattel'll 14 stitches in eacb stripe
in the manner directed [or the heel. Th ere will nolV be
136 stitches on the needles. Knit 8 plain rows. Divide
tbe stitches exactly, leaving 68 on tbe front needle, and
34 on eacb of the side needl es. Th ~ first needle of the
row is the same as before. Knit to ' within 3 stitches of
the end, slip 1, knit 1, pull the slipped stitcb over tbe
knitted one, knit 1 plain. Second needle : knit 1 plain
stitcb, knit 2 together, knit to within 3 stitcbes of the
end, slip 1, knit I, pull the slipped stitch over the knitted
one, knit 1 plain. Third needle: knit I plain, knit 2
together, knit to the end, knit 1 plain row all round.
Continue these alternate rows till you have reduced the
stitches to 88, then narrow every row, as directed, till
tbere remain only 30 stitches on the front needle, and 15
on each of the others. Cast off, and fasten the thread.

Either eight-thread Ge·rman or three-thread fleeey sholtld be Itsed.

Cast on 90 stitches; keep the wool in front, slip a
stitch the reversed way, knit 2 together, pass the wool
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in front, slip a stitch the reversed way, knit 2 together,
pass th e wool in front, slip a stitch the reversed way,
knit 2 together, and so on. The whole of the knitting is
done ill this manner; then knit 2 rows of dark for the
edge, 2 rows of the colanI' for the centre; 2 more dark:
these 6 rows form an edge, which is done on each side of
each piece. Then commence the centre, and kuit 2 ro\~s
to the end; in the 3d row, leave 6 stitches at the end, and
turn back, as if beginning a fresh row, and knit to the
end; in the uext row, leave 12 stitches; then 18, 24,30,
36, and 42 stitches; after leaving 42 stitches, you must
only leave 3 more each time instead of 6; and next leave
45, 48, 51, and so 011, until you have only 15 stitches
left; tben knit 2 rows of dark (the whole number (If
stitches ), 2 of the centre colour, 2 of dark; and take it
off like common knitting. This completes I piece, 16 of
which are required.

$01:

I
I

It

Iiltbl1'S lionnet.

Cast Oil 154 stitches on small ivory pins. First 1'011':
seam 3 stitches, knit 12 plain stitches, seam 5, knit 12
plain. Continue seaming 5 and knitting 12 till the end
of tbis row, and there will then _be only 3 seamed stitches,

I
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the same as at the beginning. Second row: knit 3
stitches, seam 12, knit 5 plain, seam 12, knit 5, seam 12.
Continue this to the end of the row. Continue these
alternate rows till YO ll have knit 12. The row before the
twisted one must be the one where the 5 stitches are knit
plain and the 12 seamed. For the twisted row: seam 3,
take olf 6 with a 3d needle, keep that needle in front,
and with the needle you began the row with knit the
remaining 6 stitches plain, then the 6 stitches you took
olf; seam 5 stitches. Continue this pattern to the end of
the row. The next row: knit 3 plain, seam 12, knit {j
plain. Continne these alternate rows, as at the beginning,
till you have 13 rows knitted, then repeat the twist as
before, 13 rows more, and then the twist again, then 13
rows more. At this twist the narrowing must begin.
Seam 3 stitches, take olf 6, knit the 2 first of the remaining 6 stitches together, Imit the 4 which remain, knit the
2 first of the stitches you took olf together, knit the
4 which remain. Continue this pattern, narrowing 2
slitches in every twisted stripe, to the end of the row;
knit 11 ,alternate rows, then the twist again, taking off {j
and knitting 5, then 11 rows more : at this twist you must
narrow 2 stitches in each twisted stripe, the same as before,
then 11 rows more; at this twi~t you must narrow 1
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stitch in every seamed stripe, which is done thus-seam
3 stitches, take off 4, knit 3, slip the 4th, knit the 1st
stitch of the seamed stripe plain, and draw the slipped
stitch over it, seam 4. Continue this to the elld of the
row; knit fj of the alternate rolVs; then, on a 3d needle,
cast on 34 stitches to form the back of the crown. You
will now i'emember, that every row will be 4 seamed and
8 plain; you will be knitting round. Take a 4th needle,
seam 3, knit 8, seam 4, knit 8, and so on all round. At
the end of the 3d needle you will have a stitch left, which
will make the next seamed stripe 4 stitches. Continue
this pattern for fj rounds mol'£:>, then the twist again,
narrowing I stitch in every seamed stripe in the same
manner as before, knit 6 rows all round, which finishes
the pattern. There will now be 132 stitches on the
needle. Seam 2 rows all round, knit 2 together, knit 10,
knit 2 together, knit 10, knit 2 together, knit 10, knit 2
together. Continue to the end of the row. There will be
now 121 stitches on the needle. Knit a plain row, seam
2 rows, knit 2 together, knit 9; knit 2 together, knit 9.
Continue to the end of the row. There will now be 110
stitches on the needle. Knit a plain row, seam 2 rows,
knit 2 together, knit 8, knit 2 together, knit 8. There
will now be 99 stitches left on the needle. Knit a plain

I
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row, seam 2 rows, knit 2 together, knit 7, knit 2 together,
knit 7: 88 stitches will now be left on the needle. Knit
a plain row, seam 2 rows, knit 2 together, knit 6, knit 2
together, knit 6, and so on. There will now be 77 stitches
left on the needle. Knit a plain row, seam 2 rows, knit
2 together, knit D, knit 2 together, knit D, and so on .
There will now be 66 stitches on ·the ueedle. Knit a
plain row, seam 2 rows, knit 2 together, knit 4, knit 2
together, knit 4. Fifty-five stitches will be on the needle.
Knit a plain row, seam 2 rows, knit 2 together, knit 3,
knit 2 together, knjt 3, and so on. There will now be-44
stitches on the need1e. Knit a plain row, seam 2 rows,
knit 2 together, knit 2, knit 2 together, knit 2, and so 011.
Thirty-three stitches will be on the needle. Knit 3 plain
rows, slip the stitches on to a piece of ~hread, and tie them
as tight as you tan. This is made np on a foundation of
white bnckram, lined with white silk, and trimm ed _wit,h
swansdown, and a cord and tassels round the crown.
The effect is extremely pretty, and the knitting can be
taken off and washed, which makes it as good as new.
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t;onnet be Voyage.

This should be done wilh mther small bone pins, and eight-tlL-read German
wool, wilh 3 COIOl"'S that contrast well: jor instance-cla"et, pink, ana
white; taking the claret jor the rib, and the p ink and white j or the
open 'rows between.

I",

:

Cast on 110 stitches. Knit 2 plain rows, 1 seamed
row, and I plain. This forms a rib, which is done with
the claret. Join the pink and knit 1 plain row. Next
row : seam 2 stitches together, pass the wool ronnd the
pin, seam 2 together, pass the wool round the pin,
seam 2 together. Continue in this manner until the
end of the row. Knit another plain row with the white,
and repeat the open row as before, seaming 2 stitches
together, and making a stitch by passing the wool round
the pin. .Join the claret and knit 2 plain rows, 1 seamed
and 1 plain row. Knit 1 plain row and 1· open row with
the pink; then a plain row and an open row with the
white; and so on, knitting first a rib and then the plain
and open rows of white between. When 3 ribs are
completed, let off the stitches on each side, leaving 48
stitches in the centre. Knit 7 ribs of the claret, with the
plain and open rows of pink and white between each, as
before; then take the stitches before let off on each side,
and knit 3 ribs of claret, with the plain and open rows of

I
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pink and white between, as before. In the next ribs,
knit I plain row, I seamed row, 1 plain, I seamed, and I
plain row. This is done to reverse the knitting for the
piece that turns over for the front of the cap. Knit 5
ribs for the front, including the one that reverses the
knitting. This completes the cap. The crown is then
gathered in on each side, and a cord and tassels, made of
the wool, run in the 3d rib, which ties it at the back and
forms a curtain or frill. The five ribs that are reversed
must be tll1'ned b!1ck, drawn up at each end, and fastened
with a cord and tassel, to tie under the chin.
ilea! lBllgiug:

First row: cast on 17 stitches, slip 1" seam 1, bring
the thread round the needle, seam 2 together, take the
thread back, knit ], pass the thread round the needle,
seam 2 together, knit I, knit 2 together, knit 5, bring the
thread forward, knit 1, bring the thread forward, knit 1.
Second row: seam 8, seam 2 together, seam I, briug the
thread ronnd the needle, seam 2 together, seam I, bring
the thread round the needle, seam 2 together, knit 2.
Third row: slip 1, seam I, })ass the thread round the
neodle, seam 2 together, knit 1, pass the thread round the
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needle, seam 2 together, knit 1, knit 2 together, knit 4,
pass the thread forward, knit 1, bring th e thread forward,
knit 2. Fourth row: seam 8, seam 2 together, seam 1,
pass the thread round the needle, seam 2 together, seam
1, bring the thread round the needle, seam 2 togeth er,
knit 2. Fifth row : slip I, seam 1, bring the thread round
the needle, seam 2 together, knit 1, bring the thread round
the needle, seam 2 together, kni t I, kuit 2 toge ther, knit
3, bring the thread forward, knit 1, bring tb e thread forward, knit 3. Sixth row: seam 8, seam 2 together, seam
1, pass the thread ronnd the needle, seam 2 together,
seam 1, pass tbe tbread round the needle, seam 2 toget.her,
knit 2. Seventh row: slip j, seam 1, pass the thread
ronnd the need le, seam 2 together, knit 1, pass the thread
round the needle, seam 2 togeth er, knit I, knit 2
together, knit 2, bring th e thread for ward, knit 1, bring
the thread forward, knit 4. Eighth row: seam 8, seam
2 together, seam 1, bring the thread round tbe needle,
seam 2 together, seam 1, pass the thread round tbe
needle, seam 2 together, knit 2. Ninth row: slip 1,
seam 1, pass the thread round the needle, seam '2 together,
knit 1, pass the thread round the needle, seam 2 together,
knit 1, knit 2 together, knit 1, bring the thread forward,
knit 1, bring the thread forward, knit 5. Tenth row:
D
I
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seam 8, seam 2 together, seam 1, pass the thread i'onna
the needle, seam 2 together, seam 1, pass the thread
round the needle, seam 2 together, knit 2. Eleventh
row: slip 1, seam 1, pass the thread round the needle,
seam 2 together, knit 1, pass the thread round the needle,
seam 2 together, knit 1, knit 2 tpg-ether, bring the thread
forward, knit 1, bring the thread forward, knit 6. Twelfth
row: seam 8, seam 2 together, seam 1, pass the thread
lound the needle, seam 2 together, seam 1, pass the
thread round the l}eedle, seam 2 together, knit 2.

\a

Ut:e1tll lIIattem fot a

1Sab!!'~

Qrap.

No. 16 pins for English, and No. 17 for Shetland wool.

Cast on 30 stitches for each stripe. Seam 1, slip 1,
knit 1, pull the slipped stitch over the knitted one, knit 1,
bring the wool forward, knit 1, bring the wool forward,
knit 1, knit 2 together, knit 4, knit 2 together, bring the
wool forward, knit 1, continue to bring the wool forward
and knit 1 till you have 9 loop stitches; bring the wool
forward, slip 1, knit 1, pull the slipped stitch over the
knitted one, knit 4. Second row: seam 1, knit 7 plain,
seam 1, knit 3 plain, knit 2 together, knit 19 plain, slip 1,
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knit 1, pull the slipped stitch over the knitted one, knit 3.
Third row: seam 1, slip 1, pull the slipped stitch over
the knitted oue, knit 1 plain, bring the .wool forward, knit
1, bring the wool forward, knit 1, knit 2 together, seam 1,
knit 2, knit 2 together, knit 19, knit I, slip 1, pull the
slipped stitch over the knitted one, kuit 2. Fourth row:
seam J, knit 7 plain, seam 1, knit I, knit 2 together, knit
19, slip 1, knit I, pull the slipped stitch over the knitted
one, knit 1. Fifth TOW: seam 1, slip I, pull the slipped
stitch over tbe knitted one, knit I plain, bring the wool
forward and knit 1, bring the wool forward and knit I,
knit 2 together, seam 1, knit 2 together, knit 19, knit 2 •
together. This finishes the pattern. Begin as at the 1st
row. A cap made in Shetland wool will require 6 of
these stripes, or 180 stitches' for the crown; but only 6
stripes in the English wool.

Nette'll .-fflolllel: .=btnnb.
This is done in 4 divisions. Begin on a foundation of
148 stitches, and net 6 rows, with white 8-thread German
wool, on a mesh rather more than a quarter of an inch
wide; then take 4 shades of 2 colours that contrast well,
and net with double wool, in every loop netting 2 stitches.
D 2
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Net the _first 42 loops of the darkest shade, the next 40
loops of the 2d shade, 36 following loops of the 3d shade,
and the remaining 30 of the lightest shade. This completes 1 division. Two sets of shades are generally
chosen, and the 2 divIsions that come opposite each other
are usually of the same shade. A round of pasteboard,
about 6 inches in diameter, is cnt, and each division is
folded into 8 turns, according to the shades, each shade
forming 2 turns; the lightest shade, which is put on the
inside, being the smallest. When all the divisions are
done, the turn of each division is caught together. It
must be evenly sewn on the pasteboard, which is covered
with silk or cambric, and managed so as to leave a circular
space, about 2 and a half inches in diameter, in the
centre; and 2 skeins of each of the coloured wools are
required.
jfOl: Il

iltnittelJ Uenlllillet.

To be len'it in 3 colours of German 1vool.

No. 17 pins.

Cast on 20 stitches, bring the wool forward, slip 1, knit
2 together, bring the wool forward, slip 1, knit 2 together.
Continue this to within 20f the end, which knit plain.
Second row : knit 2, bring the wool forward, slip ], knit
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2 together. Continue this to within 3 of the end, which
leal'e on the other pin, and return, doing the same pattel'll,
to the 2 at the end of the row, Whe)l the wool is to be
twisted twice round the pin, and the 2 stitches knit
together. Fourth row: make a stitch, knit 1, seam I ,
knit
Commence the pattern again, and continue it to
within 6 of the end, which, as before, are to be left on the
other needle. Return with the same pattern to within 4
Of the other end, which are to be knit plain. Sixth row:
knit 4 plain, knit the pattern to within 6 of the end.
Return, as before, to within 4 of the edge, bring the wool
twice ronnd the needle, lmit 2 together. Repeat this.
Eighth row : knit 1, seam 1, knit 2, seam 1, knit 1, knit
the pattern to within 9 of the end . Return, as before,
and knit the edge plain. Tenth row: knit 6 plain, knit
the pattern to within 12 of the end. Return to the edge,
and bring the wool twice ronnd the pill, and knit 2 together. Repeat this twice. Twelfth row: knit 1, seam 1,
knit 2, seam 1, knit 2, seam 1, knit 1, bring the wool
forward, slip 1., knit 2 together. Return and repeat this.
Knit the edge plain. Cast off 8 sLitches, leaving 2 for
the edge as at the commencement. Knit the pattern to
the end of tbe row.
One quarter is now finished.
Commence the next, the same as before, with another

l:
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colour. Four quarters of each colour make the round.
When finished, sew the two sides together, and make it up
with a button in the centre.
®pen

ElJgtllg for

\!t:tmmtllg.

If this be used as a lace edging, No. 30 jl!Iee·s· Persian IMead and No.
18 pins are ·required ; if as a sl'rong trimming f01' petticoats, No. 2
or 3 of the same thread, amI 13 0)' 14 pins.

1<.

Firs! row: cast on 14 stitches, knit 3 plain stitches,
bring the thread forward, knit 2 together, knit 1 plain,
pass the thread twice round the pin, knit 2 together.
Repeat from pass the thread round the pin 3 times lDore.
Second row: knit 1 plain, the double stitches half-knit
half-seamed, knit 3 plain, bring the ~hread forward, knit 2
together, knit 1 plain. Third row: knit 3 plain, bring
the thread forward, knit 2 together, knit the remainder of
the stitches plain. Fomth row: knit 15 plain stitches,
bring the thread forward, knit 2 together, knit 1 plain.
Fifth row: knit 3 plain, bring the thread forward, knit 2
together, knit the remainder of the stitches plain. Sixth
row: cast off 4 stitches, knit 10 plain stitches, besides I
left on the needle, bring the thread forward, knit 2 together, knit 1 plain. You should now have 14 stitches on
your pin. Begin again from the 1st row.
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Ta lce much the same thread and p'i"s as in Ihe foregoing receipt.

First row: cast on 10 stitches, slip I, knit I, bring tbe
thread forward, knit 2 togetber, kni't I, bring the thread
forward, knit 2 togetber, pass the thread twice over the
pin, knit 2 together, knit 1 plain. Second row: slip I,
kn it 1, knit half the stitch turned twice over tbe needle,
seau) the other half: knit 2, bring the thread forward,
kn it 2 together, knit I , bring the thread forward , knit
2 together. Third row: slip I, knit 1, bring the thread
forward, knit 2 togetb er, knit 1, bring the. thread forward ,
knit 2 together, knit 4 plain stitches. FO Llrth row: mak e
a stitch, knit 4; knit 2, bring the thread forward, kni t 2
together, knit I, bring the thread forward, knit 2 together.
F ifth row: slip 1, knit I, bring the thread forward, kuit 2
together, knit 1, bring the thread forward, knit 2 toge.th er,
pass the thread twice round th e pin, knit 2 together, pass
the thread twice round the pin, knit 2 together, kni t 1
plain. Sixth row : slip 1, knit 1, knit the first half of
the double stitch, seam the other half, knit I, knit the 1st
half of the double stitch, seam the other hall: knit 2 plain,
bring the thread forward, knit 2 together, knit 1, bring the
thread fo rward, knit 2 together. Seventh row: slip I , kni t
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1, bring tbe thread forward, knit 2 together, knit 1, bring
the thread forward, knit 2 together, knit the remainder of
the stitches plain . E ighth row: knit 9 plain stitches,
bring the thread forward, knit 2 together, knit 1, bring the
thread forwa rd, kn it 2 together. Ninth row : slip 1, knit
I, bring the th read forward, knit 2 tog,ether, knit 1, bring
t.he thread forward , knit 2 together, pass the thread twice
over the needle, knit 2 together. Repeat this 3 times.
Knit I plain stitch. Tenth row: knit 2, knit 1st half of
double stitch, seam the other half, knit 1 double stitch as
be/Ore, knit I, knit double stitch as before, knit 2, bring
the thread forward, knit 2 together, knit I, bring the
thread forward, knit 2 together. Eleventh row: slip 1,
knit l, bring the thread forward, knit 2 together, knit 1,
bring the thread fllrwarcl, knit 2 together, knit 10 plain
stitches. Twelfth row : knit 3 plain stitches, knit 2 together, knit 0, knit 2, bring the thread forward, lmjt 2
together, knit I plain, bring the thread forward, knit 2
together. Thirteenth row: slip I, knit 1, bring the thread
forward, knit 2 together, kuit 1, bring the thread forward,
knit 2 together, pass the thread twice over the needle, and
knit 2 together. Repeat this 4 times~ Knit I plain .
Fourteenth row : knit 2, double stitch as before, knit I,
double stitch as before, knit 1, double stitch as before
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knit 1, double stitch as before; knit 2, bring the thread
forward, knit 2 together, knit 1, bring tbe thread forward,
knit 2 together. Fifteenth row : slip 1, knit 1, bring
the thread forward, knit 2 together, knit 1, bring the
thread forward, knit 2 together, knit the remaining
stitch,es plain. Sixteenth row: knit 3, knit 2 together,
knit 3, knit 2 togetber, knit 8, bring the thread forward,
knit 2 together, knit 1, bring the thread forward, knit 2
together. Seventeentb row: sl ip 1, knit J, bring the
thread forward, knit 2 togetber, knit 1, bring the tbread
forward, knit 2 together, pass tbe thread twice over the
needle, and knit 2 together. Repeat this 8 times. Knit
1. Eighteenth rOlv: knit 2, double stitch as before, knit
1 plain, double stitch as before, knit 1, double stitch as
before, knit 1, double stitch as before, knit 1, double stitch
as before, knit,2, bring the thread forward, knit 2 together,
knit 1, bring the thread forward, knit 2 together. Nineteenth row: slip 1, knit 1, bring the thread forward, knit
2 together, knit 1, bring the tbread forward, knit 2 together, knit the remainder of the stitches plain. Twentieth
row: cast off all the stitches but 10 (there should be 23
in all), knit 8 }llain, bring the thread forward, knit 2
together, knit 1, bring the tbread forward, knit 2 together.
This completes 1 vandyke. You then begin again from
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the 1st row, and repeat these 20 rows till sufficient
length is done.
JfOt
•

a: QtbiltJ'IJ

~totlting.

E ither in thread or fine ,vool.

Cast on 73 stitches, 24 on th e 2 first pin s, and 25 on
the second; seam 12 rows, knit 14 plain rows. Next
row: decrease 2 stitches, 1 on each side of the centre
stitch; knit 6 more rounds; decrease again as before, and
for 4 more times, in the same proportion , knitting 6 plain
rounds, between eacb decreasin g; lmit 8 rounds. For the
instep: take 31 stitches ; and, if you have properly
decreased, you will have 30 left for the heel.; knit the
stitches for the heel, in alternate plain and seamed rows,
for 16 rows, then double the heel and cast off the stitches,
then take up the loops at the side of the heel (there will
be 8 on each side), and increase 1 stitch in every 4th,
then work tb e stitches for the instep, and knit a plain
round. N ext round: decrease by 1<nittiug the last stitch
of the heel and the first of the instep in one; and, on the
other side, kni t thfl last of the instep and the first of tbe
heel in one the reversed way; this decreases 2 stitches
in the one round; knit a plain ronnd, and repea_t the
decreased round alternately till you have decreased in 7
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,rounds ; knit 20 plain rounds, begin the decreasing for
the toe, knit 4 stitches of the in step part, decrease by
knitting the 5th and 6th stitches together, knit till within
6 'stitches of the end of the instep, knit 2 together, knit
the 4 that remain of the instep, lmit 4 stitches of the heel
part, decrease as before, knit till within 6 stitches of the
end of the heel, decrease as before, and so on until you
have sufficiently decreased it, when cast off, and unite
the stitches.
JFot a lSab!!'1l
No.

I

Ii '
I

,

:is

~oolJ,

itt Qlhll:man i!Ii!llool.

bone pins and 1 ounce of German .uool are required.

Cast on 70 ~titch es, knit 2 rows, knit 1 row, altemately
seaming 2 stit.ches together and passing the wool rOllud
the needle, knit 3 rows, knit 2 rows, seaming 2 stitches
and knitting 2 stitches alternately, knit 2 more rows in
the same way, bringing the seamed stitch~s over the knit,
and the lmit over the seam ed. This forms a dice pattern.
Knit 26 rolVs altogether in this way, reversing every 2
rolVs; kuit 18 plain rows, knit 12 rows more in the dice
pattem, knit 3 plain rows. Next row: bring the wool
forward and seam 2 stitches together alternately, knit 3
plain rows, knit 12 rows in the dice pattern, let off 20

I,
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stitches on each side without knitting them, knit 4 more
rows in the dice pattern, take up the 20 stitches on each
side and knit 4 plain rows, then cast off the stitches.
This completes the front and headpiece. The knitting,
as far as the first 8 plain rows that are knitted, is then
turned back and stuffed with wool, which forms the ruche
for the front. Then cast on 14 stitches for the horseshoe,
knit 16 rows in the dice pattern of 2 and 2. Continue
knitting in the dice pattern, but increase 1 stitch at the
beginning of every row for the next 6 rows; knit 4 plain
TOIVS, decrease 1 stitch at the beginning of each row till
you h~ve only 12 stitches left. Then cast off. The
horse'shoe is sewed to the headpiece. FOT the frill, cast ·
on 100 stitches, knit 4 plain rows, seam 2 stitches
together, and pass the wool round alternately. In the
next round: knit 10 rows in the dice pattern of 2 and 2,
knit and seam alternately 6 rows, knit 8 rolVs in the dice
pattern, knit 2 plain rolVS, seam 2 together, and pass the
wool round the needle alternately. In the llext row:
knit 2 plain rows, and cast off. The frill is sewed on
where the holes are made, and ribbon drawn into them
for the strings. It is preferable to use the skeins of wool
that are mad~ in half OllDces to avoid joining. A netted
rosette, edged with floss silk, completes the hood.
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.:JfOt It 1ltnittelr }Solrice.
T ake 5 ounces of four-thread fleecy, and No . 10 pins.

Cast on 60 stitches, and knit 3 plain rows. Fourth
row: make a stitch, knit 2 together, make a stitcb, knit 2
together, and so on to the end of the row; knit 4 plain
rows, knit 70 rows in double knitting, knit the 4 first and
last stitcbes of every row plain, then let off all the stitches
-on to a piece of thread, except 25 on the right-hand side.
*Knit these 25 stitches backwards and forwards (remembering that the 4 plain stitches are still to be knit on the
rigbt-hand side, but not on the other,) for 26 rows ; then
cast on 15 additional stitches; the 4 plain stitches are
now to be knit on both sides, for 74 rows. Knit 3 plain
rows'. Next row: make a stitch, knit 2 together, make a
stitch, Imit 2 together, and so on, knit 3 plain rows, and
cast off. This completes the back and 1 front. You
then let off 25 stitches on the other side, and repeat from
the point marked above wit.h an asterisk. Then take up
the stitcbes all round the neck, and knit 3 plain rows.
Next row: make a stitch and knit 2 together alternately,
knit 4 plain rows, and cast off. Then sew the 2 fronts
to the back, about one third of the length up, and rnn
a ribbon throu gh tbe row of holes formed at tbe top and
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·bottom. This is worn outside the dress; and under a
shawl or cloak is very comfortable. All should be done
in double knitting but the 4 edge stitches.

;,DtU iltnitting for a )Sag, in <!I>ct:man mmlool.
N o. 14 pillS to be used.

Take 11 shades of wool, begin with the darkest, and 0
rows of each shade, that is, 1 pattern done of each. Cast
on 100 stitches, 07 on 2 of the needles, and 38 on the
third. First round: knit 4 stitches plain . Bring the
wool forward, knit 1, bring the wool forward, knit 1.
Repeat this 8 times. Knit 4 plain, seam 3. Repeat this
all round. Second round: knit 2 plain, 2 together, 10
plain, slip 1, knit 1, draw the slipped one over the knitted
one, knit 3 plain, seam 4. Rep\3at this all round. Third
round: knit 2 plain, 2 together, 14 plain, slip I, and pull
lover as before, knit 2 plain, s.eam 3. Fourth round:
knit 1 plain, 2 together, 14 plain, slip and pull over as
before, knit 1, seam 3. Fifth round: knit 2 together, 14
plain, slip and pull Ol'er, seam 3. The stitches will now
be reduced to their original number. Tie on the next
shade, and repeat the 5 rows as before. Repeat this
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15 times. Then take very small needles, and knit a
binder, in simple ribs, in any of the shades, 15 rows
deep. The hand le is made by knitting on 2 needles of
the same size as those used for the bag, with double wool,'
in the followin g manner :-Cast on 14 stitches, slip 1,
bring the wool forward, slip 1, knit 1, pull the slipped one
over the knitted one to the last 2, which are both knitted;
without bringing the wool forward, fold the 2 edges into
the middle, and sew together with the double wool. Silk
tassels to match.
~iu(!it~l.l

iltnitting. fot a Sofa, or <!I:an:iagll

(!]:.u!i~iolt.

No. 11 pins shoultZ be used.

Cast on 12 stitches. The 3 stitches at each end are
knit throughout, and the 6 centre stitches are , knit and
seamed alternatel), each row till 8 rows are done. Ninth
row: knit 3, take a 3d pin and knit 3 stitches, kn it the
remainder of the stitches with the 1st pin. T enth row:
knit 3, seam the 3 stitches on the 3d lJin, seam the other
3, knit the 3 edge stitches. This completes 1 twist, and
is repeated after every 8 rows, till the required length is
doile. This should, be done in 9 shader of 8 -thl'eaiil
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German wool, and 2
lightest, which is best
only 1. The length
regulated according to

~alf

stripes of each shade except the
as the centre stripe, and requires
of the stripe must of course be
the size of the cushion required.

<!tap for hleat:in!T Hnller a 1Sonm:t.

No. 14 sieelpins and half an ounce of German wool are required.

Cast on l19 stitches, knit 2 plain rows with the
coloured wool, join the white and knit 2 plain rows.
Next row: make a stitch, seam 2 stitches together, make
a stitch, seam 2 together, and so on; knit another plain
row of white, knit 2 plain rows of ..coloured, then join the
white. This finishes the border round the top of the
cap. First row: knit 4 plain stitches, make a slitch, knit
3 stitches together, make a stitch, knit 4 plain stitches,
make a slitch, knit 3 stitches together, make a slitch,
knit 4 plain stitches, and so on to the end of the rolV.
Second row : knit quite plain. Third row : knit the
same as the first, and continue with these 2 rolVs alternately for 10 rows, then slip off 28 stitches on to another
needle, then knit the remaining stitches backwards and
forwards for l6 roIVS, increasing 1 stitch at the beginning

[
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of each of the last 8 rows, join the coloured wool and kni t
2 plain rows, then 2 rows of white. Next row: make a
stitch, seam 2 together, .make a stitch, seam 2 toget~ er,
and so on; knit 1 plain row of white, then take up the
28 stitches at the back, and the stitches on each sid e,
knit 2 plain rows of coloured all round, and cast off the
stitches. Then run a ribbon, of the same colour as the
wool, throngh the holes of the border, round the back and
front of the cap.

•

'Vetl! Elegant iltnitiell <!tatbinal <!tloaIt.
P i"" eight-IMead German wool f O'r the centre, antl a white border,
are pretty.

Cast on 419 stitches with the white, and knit 4 plain
rows. Next row: bring the wool forward, slip a S1,ilCh,
knit 2 stitches, pull the slipped stitch over, bring the wool
forward, slip a stit.cb, knit 2 stitches, pull the slipped
stitch over. Continue in this manner till the end of the
row. Next row: seam all the stitches. Continue with
tbese 2 rows alternately (tbat is, the . pattel'l1 row and 1,he
seamed row,) for 18 rows, tben slip off 15 stitcbes at th e
begi12ning and end of the row, join the piuk, and knit 12
E
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rows in the same way as before. Next row: knit 24
stitches, bring the wool forward, decrease 3 stitches thus;
- slip the 2 last of the 3 stitches over the other 1, slip
this lover the next stitch. You have now decreased 3
stitches, and have still the wool forward; slip a stitch, knit
2 stitches, and pull the slipped stitch over. Continue
with the pattern, as before, for 30 stitches; then decrease
3 stitches, knit 30 stitches, df;!crease 3 stitches, knit 30
stitches, decrease 3 stitches, Imit 30 more stitches, decrease
3 stitches, knit 75 stitches, decrease 3 stitches, knit 30
stitches, and decrease 3 stitches 4 times, knit the remainin g stitches, knit 12 rows alternately of the pattern row
and the seamed, without decreasing. Next row: knit 21
stitches, decrease 3 stitches, knit 27 stitches, and decrease
3 stitches 4 times, knit 75 stitches, decrease 3, knit 27
stitches, and decrease 3 stitches 4 times, knit the remaining stitches, knit 8 rows without decreasing. Next row:
knit only 30 stitches, knit these 30 stitches backwards' and
forwards for 38 rows. This is to make the armhole.
Leave these stitches on another pin, and proceed- with the
other stitches; knit the remainder of the stitches excepting 30, knit these 30 stitches backwards and forwards for
38 rows, then knit the stitches between the 2 armholes,
for 4 rmvs, without decreasing. _Next row: knit 12
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stitches, decrease 3, knit 24 stitches, and decrease 3
stitches for 3 times, knit 72 stitches, decrease 3, knit 24
stitches, and decrease 3 for 3 times, knit the remaining
stitches, knit 12 rows without decreasing. Next row:
knit 9 stitches, decrease 3, knit 21 stitches, and decrease
3 stitches for 3 times, knit 69 stitches, decrease 3 stiches,
knit 21 stitches, and decrease 3 for 3 times, knit the
remaining stitches, knit 12 rows without decreasing.
N ext row: knit 9 stitches, decrease 3, knit 18 stitches,
and decrease 3 stitches for 4 times, knit 24 stitches,
decrease 3 stitches, knit 13 stitches, and decrease 3 for 4
times, knit the remaining stitches, knit 4 rows without
decreasing. The length of the armhole is now finished.
You then take the whole number of stitches on the pio,
and knit 8 rows without decreasing. Next row: knit 15
stitches, decrease 3 for 6 times, knit 21 stitches, decrease
3, knit 15 stitches, and decrease 3 for 5 times, knit the
remaining stitches, knit 12 rows without decreasing.
Next row: knit 15 stitches, decrease 3, knit 12 stitches,
and decrease 3 for 5 times, knit 18 stitches, decrease 3,
knit 12 stitches, and decrease 3 for 6 times, knit the
remaining stitches, knit 10 ro ws without decreasing.
Next row : knit 15 stitches, decrease 3, knit 9 stitches,
and decrease 3 for 7 times, knit 12 stitches, decrease 3,
E 2
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knit 9 stitches, and decrease 3 for 4 times, knit the
remaining stitches, knit 8 rows witbout decreasing. Next
row: knit 12 stitches, decrease 3, lmit 9 stitches, and
decrease 3 for 9 times, knit the remaining stitches, knit
6 rows without decreasingo Next row: knit 9 stitchfls,
and decrease 3 for 8 times, knit 6 more rows without
decreasing, then leave your pin in this pait of the knitting;
then, with another pair 0f pins, take up the] 5 stitches of
the white yon before slipped olf, anel knit them for as
many rows as you have of the pink; then cast olf, and
sew the white to the pink; then take up the st.itches of
the other edge of the border the long way, anod knit 4 plain
rO",8; then cast olf, and knit the border on the other side
precisely in the same manner; then at the top of the
cloak, and knit 4 plain rows of pink all the way along,
including the two borderso Then, for the collar, cast on
147 stitches with the white, and knit 4 plain rows; knit
10 rows of white, without decreasing the pattern-row, and
seam alternately; slip oif 9 stitches on each side of the
while, join the pink, and knit 4 rows without decreasing;
lmit 12 stitches, decrease 3, knit 15 stitches and decrease
3 twice, knit 27 stitches and decrease 3, knit ]5 stitches
and decrease 3 twice; knit the remaining stitches; knit 4
rows without decreasing, knit l2 stitches and decrease 3
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for three times; knit 24 stitches, decrease 3, knit 12
stitches and decrease 3 twice; knit the remaining stitches;
knit 4 rows without decreasing.
N ext row: knit 9
stitches and decrease 3 for 7 times; knit the remaining
stitches; knit 4 more rows without decreasing; knit 2
plain -rows, and cast off the pink; then take up the stitches
of the border, and knit as many rows of white; then sew
the white to the pink, take up the stitches of the other
edge of the border, and knit 4 plain rows; cast off, and
finish the border on the other side in the same manner.
At the end of every other pattern-row there will be 1
stitch left, bring the wool forward before this, and knit
it. The beginning will also vary; and, to keep it right,
it must always be remembered that the stitch before the
hole is the right one to slip. About 8 threads of single
German, in black, is tied in distances iu the bordeI', and
round the coilal', to represent ermine.

.i)illlplll 1)Jattlltllt fot Il l5abU'1l ~oolJ, ilt C/tOllllllott iltltittilt!!.
No. 10 bone pins, and 8-threa(1 German wool.

Cast on 52 stitches. Knit in gal'ter-stitch 32 rolVs.
These TOWS (orlI). the headpiepe. For the ne:ll:t 8 rows
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increase 1 stitch at the beginning; lmit 50 plain rows, and
cast off. Then roll up the knitting into a ruche, to form
the front, and sew to the last of the 32 rows; double the
casting on in half, and sew it nearly to the half; gather
the remainder of it in, and fillish it with a button. This
completes the cap part of the hood. For the frill, cast on
6 stitches. First row: pass the wool round the pin, seam
2 together, put the wool back, knit 2 plain. Second row:
knit 2, pass the wool round, seam 2 together, pass the
wool round, seam 2 together. Repeat these two rows till
you have 66 loops formed 011 the open edge of the knit'ting. Cast off the 6 stitches, take up the 66 loops, and
knit 48 plain rows. Cast off, and sew the last row to the
taking up of the loops; then sew the straight edge of the
knitting to the back part of the hood, leaving 12 holes on
each side not attached to the other knitting in the front of
the hood. Three drawings of narrow satin ribbon are
passed, leaving 2 clear rows between each; a drawing of
ribbon is also put at the top of the frill above the holes
behind, and a handsome rosette of ribbon is requisite to
complete the hood. The head part of the hood is to be
lined with sarcenet.
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~~Ilinl.

DOlle in 6 shades of any-coloured fleecy, ,viti< black fo r the darkest.

Cast on any number of stitches that will divide with 8,
say 240; that number will make a good-sized hawl.
Knit and seam alternately 8 stitches. Next row: knit
the 8 stitches seamed in the last row, and seam those you
knit. N ext row, the same as the first; and so on for 10
rows, with black, decreasing 011e stitch at the beginning of
every other row throughout the shawl. Join the next
darkest wool, and reverse the squares, bringing the seamed
ones over the knitted ones, and the knitted over the seamed
ones; work 1 row of squares of each of the cololU's,
from the darkest to the lightest, back again to the darkest,
and so on, continuing to decrease, as above, till all the
stitches are decreased; then knit a border of twisted
knitting, of 16 stitches wide. Knit and seam alternate
rows for 10 rows; the 4 first and last stitches of the
seamed rows are also knit. Eleventh row: knit 4 stitches;
take a 3d pin, and knit 4 stitches; knit the remainder of
the stitches with the 1st pin. Twel[~h row: knit 4
stitches, seam the 4 stitches on the 3d pin, seam the other
4 stitches, knit the 4 edge stitches. This completes 1
twist, and is repeated after every 10 rows till you have

I
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sufficient to go round the two sides of the shawl. Then
sew it on; but, instead of placiug it square at the back
corner, turn in part of the knitting, and hem it round, and
it will hang better: then add a knitted fringe, of the
different colours, and sew it beyond the border.

~rettl1

anlJ

~imllle

'NettelJ @pem Qrall.

Ta ke any 2 colours that contrast well, fOT instance, gemn-im" and
claret, and a mesh this width - - •

Commence on a round found ation of 12 stitches, net
2 plain rows. Third row: 2 stitches in every loop.
making 24 stitches round. Fourth row, plain. These
4 rows are done with claret. The 3 following rows with
geranium :-First row: two stitches netted in every loop.
Two following rows plain. The next 6 rows are done
with claret, the 4 first plain; find in the 5th, instead of
netLiug round as before, net backwards and forwards, tlie
crown being now completed. The sixth is a plain row.
Three rows of geranium, 6 of claret, 1 row of geranium, on
a mesh half as wide again . This wide row, when the cap
is finished, has a ribbon drawn through it. The netting
after it forms t4e ),Jorder. With the claret net ~ stitches
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in 1 in every loop. Next rolV: net 2 stitches in every 3d
loop. Third rolV: net plain in all the border but at the
2 stitches at each end, net 2 .stitches in 1, carry tbe
netting ronnd the back, and l1et 2 stitches in 1 in every
loop formed by the ending of the rows. Another row of
claret all round, plain, except the 2 stitches at the ends,
which must have 2 in 1. Three plain rows all ronnd, in
geranium, complete the cap. Abont 2 inches of the
crown part at the hack is taken np, and confined with a
bow of ribbon.

Begin with the centre. Cast on any nnmber of stitches
that will divide by 21, knit 2 plain rows. Third row:
knit 2 together, knit 3, knit 2 together, knit I, make],
knit 1, make I, knit 1, knit 2 together, knit 3, knit 2
together, knit 1, make I, knit I, make I, knit 2, ~nd
repeat from the beginning. Seam 4th row. Fifth row:
knit 2 together, knit 1, knit 2 together, knit 1, make 1,
knit 3, make 1, knit 1, knit 2 together, knit 1, knit 2
together, lmit 1, make I, knit 3, make 1, knit 2, and
repeat. Seam 6th rolV. Seventh row: knit 3 together,
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knit I, make 1, knit 5, make 1, knit 1, knit 3 together,
knit I, make 1, knit 5, make I, knit 2, and repeat. Seam
the 8th row. Ninth row: knit 2, make I, knit 1, make
I, knit I, knit 2 together, kni.t 3, knit 2 together, knit 1,
make I, knit I, make I"knit J, knit 2 together, knit
3, knit 2 together, and repeat. Seam the 10th row.
Eleventh row: knit 2, make I, knit 3, make I, knit I,
knit 2 together, knit I ; knit 2 together, knit I, make 1,
knit 3, make 1, knit I, knit 2 together, knit 1, knit 2
together, and repeat. Seam the 12th row. Thirteenth
row : knit 2, make 1, knit 5, make I, knit 1, knit 3
together, knit I, make 1, knit 5, make I, knit I, knit 3
together. Seam 14th row. Fifteenth row the same as
the 3d, and so on, repeating this pattern until the centre
is sufficiently large. Then take up the stitches on each
side, and work the following pattern :-First row: Imit 2,
knit 2 together, make 1, knit 1, make I, knit 2 together,
knit 2, and repeat. SealD 2d row. Third row : knit 1,
knit 2 together, make 1, knit 3, make 1, knit 2 together,
knit 1. Seam 4th row. Fifth row: knit 2 together,
make I, knit 5, make J, knit 2 together. SealD 6th row.
Seventh row: knit 2, make 1, knit 2 together, knit 1, knit
2 together, make 1, knit 2, and repeat. Seam 8th row.
Ninth row: knit 3, make 1, knit 3 together, make 1, knit
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3, and so on. Then begin from the 1st row. When this
border is completed, begin the outside one in the following pattern :-First row: knit 2 together, knit 5, make a
stitch and knit 1 8 times, knit 4, knit 2 together, seam].
Seam 2d row. Third row: knit 2 together, knit 23, knit
2 together, seam], and so on. Seam 4th row. Fifth
row: knit 2 together, knit 21, knit 2 together, seam 1.
Seam 6th row. Seventh row: knit 2 together, knit] 9,
knit 2 together, seam 1, and repeat. Seam 8th row.
Ninth row: the same as the 1st; and so on till the border
is deep enough. A fringe of any pattern may be added.

In German lOool.

Cast on 36 stitches. Increase 1 stitch at the beginning
of every other row, for the toe, till 14 rows are done.
You will now have 43 stitches on the needle. Knit 10
rows with these stitches; then cast off 28 stitches on to a
3d needle. Knit the remaining 15 stitches backwards and
forwards for 30 rolVs. Cast on 28 stitches, knit 10 rows.
You now begin to decrease in proportion as you before
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increased, for the toe; that is, one stitch at the beginning
of every other till 36 stitches remain . Cast off. This
completes the foot part. For the leg, take up the 28
stitches on each side, and 18 stitches across the toe . Knit
2 plain rows all round. Divide the stitches on to 3
needles, placing the 28 stitches 011 each side, on 2 separate
needles, and the 18 across the toe on a 3d needle. Knit
the 18 stitches on the centre needle backwards and
forwards, in the following manner :-First row; knit 3
stitches, make 1, knit 2 together, knit 3 stitches, make 1,
knit 2 together, knit 3, make 1, knit 2 together, knit 3.
Second row: knit plain. Repeat these two rows alternately, taking up one of the 28 stitches at the. end of
every row, and knitting it with the last stitch of the row,
till 9 stitches have been taken from each side. There will
now be 19 stitches on each side, and 18 stitches in the
centre. Put them all on one IJ eedle, and knit {) plain
rows. Sixth row: make a stitch, seam 2 stitches together.
This is to form a row of holes for the ribbon to pass
through. Knit 4 plain rows, repeat the pattern and plain
rows as in front of tbe sock, till 36 rows are done. Knit
8 plain rows, and cast off. This forms a nice open
pattern; and, being long, is a sort of legging as well
as shoe.
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No. 13 pins.

Cast on 26 stitches. Knit 6 rows, increasing 1 stitch
at the ueginning of each row; knit 10 rows, incl'easing 1
at the beginning of every other row, for the toe. Knit 6
rows. You have now 37 stitches on the needle: let off
24 of them on to another pin, and knit the remaining
stitches for 30 rows. Cast on 24 stitches, knit (I rows;
knit 10 rows, decreasing 1 at the beginning of every other
row, at the end, for the toe . Then knit 6 rows, decreasing
1 at the beginning of each, and cast off. This is done
with the coloured wool. For the instep and leg, take up
the 24 stitches on each side, and 14 across the toe. Knit
2 rows all round with white; take the 14 stitches on to
another needle, knit 4 plain rows at the end of each row,
take one of the stitches fl'om the side, and knit it, together
with the last of the instep stitches. Next row: knit 3
plain stitches, make 1, slip 1, knit 2, puJl the slipped
stitch OV8r the 2 knit, make 1, slip 1, knit 2, pull the
slipped one over, make 1, slip 1, knit 2, pull the slipped
one over, knit 2. Next row: knit 2 plain at each end,
seam the other stitches. Next row will be the pattem
one, the same as before, bringing the pattern 1 stitch
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further on by only knitting 2 at the beginning wstead of
3. Knit the pattern and plain rolVs alternately, t'a:king up
one of the side stitches at the end of each rolV till 12 rolVs
are done. Knit;5 plain rolVs. Next rolV: make 1, seam
2 stitches together, make 1, seam 2 together. Yon lVill
nolV hav~ ] 3 stitches on each side, and 14 in the centre:
take them all on one needle, and knit 3 plain rolVs.
Fourth rolV: make 1, seam 2 together. This is to make
a rolV of holes for the ribbon to pass through. Then
repeat the pattern and plain rolVs alternately, each row
bringing the pattern 1 stitch furth er fOTlVard till 12 rolVs
are done. Knit 5 plain rolVs. Next rolV: make 1, and
seam 2 together. Knit 4 plain rolVS, and cast off.

ilona ;tIllittlm fOI: a

~~illr,

in an ®41lm UaUern.

No. 13 and No. 15 steel pins, and either Gelman or English embroidery
wool, are requi1'ed.

Cast on 50 stitches. Knit 3 plain rolVs. Fourth rolV:
knit a TOIV of holes, formed by seaming 2 stitches together and making a stitch alternately: Knit 4 plain rolVS,
knit a plain row and 1 row of holes altemately till 3 rolVs
of holes are completed, knit 4 plain rows, knit a plain rolV
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and a row of holes, knit 4 plain rows, knit a plain row and
a row of holes alternately till 4 rows of holes are completed, knit 4 plain rows, knit a plain row and a row of
holes, knit 4 plain rows, knit a plain row and a row of
holes alternately till 5 rows of holes are completed. Yon
now begin to knit with No. i5 pins. Knit 4 plain rows,
knit "a plain row and a row of holes, knit 4 plain rows,
knit a plain row and a row of holes alternately till 6 rows
of holes are completed, knit 8 plain rows, knit a plain row
and a seamed row alternately till 12 rows are completed.
Then begin plain knitting again. Next row: knit 5
stitches, pull up the 6th stitch of the 8th row of plain
knitting before the seamed rows, and knit it, together with
the 6th of the present row; knit the 7th stitch with the
7th of the same row in like manner, and throughout the
row knit 5 stitches in the usual way, aud the 6th and 7th
with the corresponding stitches of the last row of plain
knitt!ng. This forms a space for the ribbon to be run
through that confines the mitten at the wrist. Knit 4
plain rows, including the 1st after the seamed rows. You
should still have 50 stitches on your needle. Knit 25 plain .
stitches, increase a stitch by passing the thread forward.
Knit the remainder of the stitches plain. Knit 3 rows
plain knitting. Next row: knit 25 stitches, increase 1, knit
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1, increase 1 ; knit the remainder of tbe stitches plain. Knit
a row of holes till you come to the plain stitch. After the
last increased stitch in the previous row you must remember that the pattern of holes is not carried beyond this
stitch in any of the sLlcceeding rows, as the inside part of
the hand is all plain knitting. Knit the remainder of the
stitches plain. Next row: knit plain. Next row: knit
the row of holes to the point described above; knit the
remaining stitches plain. Next row: Imit 25 stitches
plain, increase a stitch, knit 3 l'lain stitches, increase 1 ;
knit the remainder of the stitches plain. Tbis completes
the 3d increasing for the thumb . Continue to increase in
the same proportion (that is, every 4th row,) till you have
increased 10 times, with this difference, that instead of
knitting the stitches plaiu between the increasings on
each side of the thumb, every other row these stitches
must be knit in holes, though still knitting tbe one plain
stitch after tbe increased stitch in both rows, which keeps
the thumb distinct. When 6 rows of holes are completed
on the outside part of the hand, which will be at abo ut the
4th increasing, knit the stitches on this side of the thumb
plain, as well as on the inside, for 6 rows; then knit, as
before, a plain row and a row of holes alternately, till the
whole of the increasing is done, an.d you w,j]] find you
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have 19 extra stitches; slip these off on to another pin,
and knit 8 plain rows with them, then a plain row and a
row of holes, then 4 plain rows, and cast off. This
finishes the thumb. Then knit the remaining stitches
for the hand part, for 8 plain rows, then a plain row and a
row of holes, then 4. plain rows, and cast off. This receipt is for the left-hand mitten, and the only difference is
tbat the plain stitches that are for the insid e of the hand
are knit at the beginning of the row before the increasing
for the thumb, and the row of holes after.

$01'

a 15onnet"Q!ap.

Seven skeins oj white and 3 oj coloured Ge·rman wool are required Jor this
Gap . N eedles No . 10. It !nust be knit very loose.

Cast on 104 stitches with the coloured wool. . Knit 1
row plain, slipping the 1st stitch. (And here it may as
well be remarked that all through the cap the 1st stitch
of each row must be slipped , and also that it is a great
advantage, where the wool is changed so often, to carry it
on, instead of having to join it every time; it is done
thus-slip the 1st stitch, and knit the 2d with the
F
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two colours together.) Join on the white and knit 2
plain rows, slip a stitch, knit 2 together, bring the wool
forward and knit 2 together. Continue to bring the wool
fonvard and knit 2 together till you have made DO loopstitches; there will be 1 stitch left after the last double
stitch,-lmit it. T ake the coloured wool, slip a slitch,
Imit 2 together, knit to within 3 of the end, knit 2 together, knit 1, knit a plain row, take the white, slip a stitch ,
knit 2 together, (and. as you have dOlJe with the coloUl'ed
wool for the present, knit 3 01' 4 stitches of that and the
white together to fasten it,) knit to within 3 of the end
of the row, knit 2 together, knit 1, knit a plain row, slip
a stitch, knit 2 toget.her, knit 6, briIJg the wool forward,
l{1~it 2 together, bring the wool forward, knit 2 together,
knit 2; continue to bring the wool forward and kuit 2
together, bring the wool forward, knit 2 together, and knit
2, till you have repeated it 13 times, which brings you
within] 1 stitches of the end of the row; bring the wool
forward, knit 2 together, knit 6, knit 2 together, knit 1.
knit a plain row; continue these alternate rows, slipping
a stitch and knitting 2 together at the beginning, and
knitting 2 together and 1 plain at the end of the needle,
every pattern-row, till you have reduced the plain stitches
at each end to 2; repeat the plain row and pattern-row
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twice after this. At the end of the 2d pattern-row,
cast on 33 stitches to form the hack of the cap, knit .a
plain row, and continue the alternate rows, carrying them,
of course, along the back, till YOll have repeated the
pattern [) times; the last row must be a plain one; join
on tbe colour, knit 4 stitches, knit 2 together, knit 9, knit
2 together, knit 9; continue to knit 2 together and 9
between to the end of this row; kllit 1 plain row; take
the white, knit 2 plain rows; slip a stitch, knit 2 together,
bring the wool forward and knit 2 together, continue to
bring the wool forward and knit 2 together to the end of
the row; knit I plain row; take the colour, knit I row,
and cast off. Sew it up, ancl take up all the stitches
along the back and ears of the cap, join on the colour,
knit 2 rows, and cast off. Fasten the wool neatly, and
run a ribbon the colour of the wool into the holes along
the frollt and round the crown of the cap.

F 2
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.OROOHET .
.

--+--

CROCHET WORK Dlay be divided into fOUl' kinds: single,
double, open, and double open crochet, with patterns
introduced 011 it.

iEIementatl1

~tittb

of

~tot~et.

First make a chain, by making a loop and drawing
one loop through the other, till it is of sufficient length;
this forms a foundation, and all crochet work mnst be
begun in this way; then pass your crochet through the
end loop, and, taking up the wool or silk, draw it tQ,rough ;
repeat this in every successive loop to the end of the row;
then turn it, taking the under loop, and continue back.
wards and forwards in the same way. This forms a
ribbed kind of crochet, and is the most simple to begin
with: the appearance of both sides is the same. Great
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care should be taken to hold the crochet properly,
for it is impossible to become expert in the work without
this is attended to. It should be held much as a pen,
and after the foundation is made tbe work must be taken
between the fore-finger and thumb, and the silk, wool, or
cotton, you may happen to be working with, passed over
the fore-finger, and then under tbe 2d and over tbe 3d.
Tbe point of the crochet must always be put under the
silk or wool before drawing it through. Tbe accompanying explanations will, it is hoped, illustrate the best
method of holding the crochet. An ivory crochet for
beginners is preferable, thol1gh an experienced worker
will generally find that a steel one makes the stitches
more even, and is in most respects better. .

1i9ollble <!trotbet.
This may be worked round and round, or in rows; if
the latter, you must always break off at the end of every
row, as it canHot well be done backwards and forwards,
especially if intended to bave a pattern on it. After the
foundation is made, you will have one loop on your
needle; insert the crochet through the next, and then
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draw your wool or silk through both; this still leaves a
loop on your crochet, keep this on it, and draw yoUI' wool
through the next loop, and then through both . When
you come to the end of a row, draw the wool through the
last loop, and cut it off, leaving an end of about 3 inches.
In introducing colours, you must begin with the ground,
drawing the wool through the loop, and -tben passing the
short end through; you must pass your fore-finger
between tbe wools you are using, keeping the one you are
working with at tbe top; put your crochet under the wool
yo'S are not working with, the 1st part of the stitcb, and
over it the 2d; this conceals the wool, and carries it on
till you require to use it. To make a pattern correct in
crocbet, a half-stitch at each end is always required,
and this not .being attended to makes the pattern appeal'
aside; therefore, for instance, if the pattern you are
working requires 8 stitches of a ground of claret and 3 of
a pattern of green, you must work the 7 stitches of the
ground of claret and the 1st part of the 8th stitch, and
draw the green through the last part; work 2 stitches of
the green and the 1st part of the 3d stitcb, and draw the
claret through the last; work 7 stitches of claret and the
1st part of the 8th, and so on. By the 2 half-stitches,
) at the beginning and the other aJ; the end, you make
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up the right number of slitches: and whatever number
you require this must be remembered, that 1 stitch less,
and the half-stitch at each end, make up the proper
quantity of stitches wanted. If silk is used for this
stitch, and beads put on instead of a different colour, the
number of beads must be threaded on the silk, as the
pattern may require; but beads cannot easily be put on
what is usually considered the right side of crochet.
Raise a bead, and put it close to the loop you have on
the crochet, draw the silk through the next loop, and
then through the 2 you have on your needle.

~illgIIl

@plln

(!tt:OC~Ilt.

Make a chain or foundation as before. Commence
with 1 plain stitch, bring the silk round the crochet, and
pass it through the next loop of the chain, bringing the
silk through. This will produce 3 stitches on the needle;
draw the silk through the 2 first, which will leave 2;
draw the silk again through these 2, this will produce
a long firm stitch; make a chain sLitch, miss one of the
foundation stitches, repeat the stitch just described alternately with the chain stitch.
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lIouble a:nlr «nble @pen C!l:tocbef.
Double open crochet is formed by repeating the stitch
last described twice, making 2 plain chain stitches, and
missing 2 of the foundation.
Treble open crochet is done in the same way, by
making 3 long stitches in 3 successive IMps, and missing
3 of the foundation, making 3 chain stitches over them.
In the following rows, the 3 long stitches are made in the
chain stitches, and the chain stitches over the 3 long
stitches. This forms a dice pattern, and beads look very
pretty on it. In the centre stitch of each of the long
stitches, a bead introduced has a very good effect.
A pretty variation in treble open crochet is made by
putting the 3 long stitches in one, making 1 plain chaIn
stitch, and missing 3 of the foundation or preceding row.
Of course, in continuing this pattern, the 3 long stitches
must be made in the one single chain stitch, and the one
chain stitch is made to come over the 3 long stitches.

llh:ettl1 .iflotuec jll!la:t, in C!l:tocbet.
Commence on a chain of 6 stitches, make it round, by
uniting the 1st to the last stitch; make 2 stitches in
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every stitch in the 1st round, 2 in every other stitch in
he 2d round, 2 in every 3d stitch in the 3d round; this
is' done in the clouded wool; 3 rounds are then done in
the plain colour, increasiug 2 in 1 in every 3d stitch in
the 4th round, 2 in 1 in every 4th stitch in the 5th, and
2 in I in every 5th stitch in the 6th. The next 3 rounds
are done in the clouded' ; 2 in 1 in every 5th stitch in the
7th round, 2 ill 1 in every 6th in the 8th, ditto in every
7th in the 9tb. The following rounds are done in plain
wool: 2 in 1 in every 7th in the J Oth round, ditto in every
8th in the 11 tb, ditto in every 9tb in tbe 12th, in every
10th in the 13th, in every 11th in tbe 14th ronnd. Then
take the clouded wool, and begin exactly at the commencement of the 11th .r ound; take up the loop stitch or
part of the stitch that lays across, and work a stitch of
single crochet, and a chain stitch after it, loosely, into
each stiteh for the 3 rounds. A larger erochet than you
have used for the other part should be used for tbis
border, as it should sit up quite loosely, and form a
fringe to the mat. Half-an-ounce of 8-thread German
wool and 1 ounce of clou.ded wool of tbe same size,
will make 3 mats.
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jf01: II i'liltltf', itl 1I0ubIll Q!:rocbet.
This is done in 5 shades of 8-tbread German wool,
either shades of sahle or grey. The stitches as folJows_:
-1 row doubl e crochet; th en 2 stitches taking the upp er
part of the loop, and 2 taking the und er part of the loop
alternately. The stitches wh ere you take the upper part
of the loop must be the same throughout, and also the
ones for the und er, still working th e stitch of double
croch et. COlllmence with th e darkest shade, and work 2
rows of each to the lightest ; then reverse th e shade, going
back to the darkest. This is the half of the muff, and, if
you repeat the shades in the same order, will complete it.
The ends are drawn in a little; it is padded, lined with
silk, and trimmed with cord and tassels or a fringe .

In double crochet, S-thread ,"Dol, and No. 6 knitting cotlon.

Commence with 7 stitc hes of black, make 2 stitches
in 1 until you have 15 stitches. Take whi te cotton and
scarlet wool, and make 1 stitch of each in each of the 15
stitches of black; work 3 additional rounds of 1 stitch of
scarlet and 1 of white cotton, making in all 4 rows. This
forms the 1st rolV of points. Second point or square:
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work 2 stitches of black in to each stitch of scarlet, anel 2
stitches of' scarlet into each stitch of wh ite, making 2 anel
2 of each all ronnel; wo rk 3 rows, mak ing 1 stitch of
scarl et in each stitch of scarlet, anel I stitch of black in
each stitch of black. This completes the 2el sqnare.
Third square : in the 1st stitch of scarlet make 2 stitches
with white cotton, anel in the 2d stitch I stitch with white
cotton; this makes 3 stitches. In the 1st stitch of black
make 2 ' stitches with scarlet, and in the 2d 1 stitch;
continue this all round, which makes 3 and 3 of each .
Vi' ork 3 more rounels, keeping 3 and 3 of each . Fourth
sqltare: in the 1st stitch of scarlet make 2 of black, and
1 stitch in each of the other 2 stitches ; in the 1st stitch
of white make 2 of scarlet, anel 1 stitch of scarlet in each
of th e other stitches of white. This makes 4 and 4.
' ''' ork 3 more rounds in this way. Fifth square : ill I,h e
1st stitch of black make 2 stitches of scarlet, and 1 stitch
of scarlet in each of the other 3 stitches; in the 1st
stitch of scarlet make 2 stitches of white cotton , and 1
stitch in each of the other stitches of scarlet.
This
makes () and () all round. ''''ork 3 more rounds in this
wa}'. Sixth square: make 2 stitches of black in the 1st
stitch of scarle t, and 1 stitch in each of the other 4
stitches; 'make 2 stitches of scarlet in the 1st sl itch of
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white, and 1 stitch in each of the other 4 stitches. This
makes 6 of each all round . Work 3 more rounds in this
way. Seventh round l make 2 stitches of scarlet in the
1st stitch of black, and I stitch in each of the other {j
stitches; make 2 stitches of white in the 1st stitch of
scarlet, and I stitch in each of the other {5 stitehes. This
makes 7 stitches all round . Work 3 more rounds of this,
which completes the 7th square and the crown. For the
lower part round the head, make a chain of 150 stitches,
work 2 pfain rows of" black, 1 of scarlet, 1 of white, 1 of
scarlet, 2 of black; then commence with the squares; {j
stitches each of scarlet and white for 4 rows. Second
row of squares: {5 stitches each of scarlet and black, the
scarlet square coming over the white, and the black over
the scarlet. Third row of squares: make 2 stitches in I
in the I st stitch of every square, making 6 stitches of each
of scarlet and white, the white coming over the scm'let,
and the scarlet over the black; 4 rows as before, to form
the square. Next round, without increasing: scarlet and
black, bring the scarlet over the white, and the black over
the scarlet. Work 4 rows. Next round: make 2 stitches
in 1 in the 1st stitch of every square, making 7 and 7
stitches of scarlet and white, bringing the white over the
scarlet, and the scarlet over th!=l black. Four rows as
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before. This makes the 5th square. Sixth square:
make 2 in 1 of the 1st stitch of every square, making 7
and 7 of each in scarlet and black. This completes the
squares. This part is joined to the crown by taking up
the top-part stitch of each with 1 row of black. A black
leather front is added, and head-lining of silk.
JfOt a Qtatlriual, in: ~ingl$ ®plln Qtl:ot:~d, illit~

130tlret, in "lain 1I!Jouillil Qtt:ot:~Ilt.

Commence with a chain of 112 stitches, do 1 plain
row, turn back, and at the end of the 2d row leave 5 holes
at the top, turn back, and go to t~ end of the row; in
the next row, leave 5 more holes at the other end; continue doing this, every alternate row, for 14 rows. This
forms 1 gore, 14 of which complete the cardinal. After
each row is finished, carry the next to the top; the 2d
gore on each side from the front, leave 36 stitches in the
centre, and make a chain of 36 stitches, to correspond
with it in the following rows. This forms the armholes:
a border is worked round the top and bottom, in colours, on
white ground, and 2 rows in single open crochet, in scarlet,
carried round the sides and collar at the top; also, 2 rows
in single open crochet are worked round the armholes.
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Qtt:octet lOag, in ';'Uk.

Commence at the top, on a foundation of from 120 to
150 stitches, according to the size the bag is wished tb
be. The ground to be black. Take the pattern from
the fullowing design:

The centre stars to be of gold, with a rich bright I,jolet for
the ouler part. After this, work 2 plain rows of black;
take the pattern from this wOtJ dcnt-

\Vork the side nearest the violet in bright green,: and
the other in ponceau, the centre part ih white. Repeat
these 2 patterns alternately till the bag is large enough ..
About 3 skeins of the black, and I of each of the colours,
will be sufficient. Crochet it up at the bottom by taking
a loop from teach side, and uniting it with a stitch of
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single crochet. When finished, cut a
and put the bag on it, slightly damping
remain on till perrectly dry, and make it
cords and tassels. Coarse. silk should be

jfOli il )Sag, ill lllIilin aulT i1!lou.bIIl

stiff pasteboard,
it first. Let it
up with suitable
used.

®~Illt

<!tro{;ijet.

Make a chain of about 140 stitches: this should be done
ill extra-coarse pnrse-silk, and with a steel crochet, thus-

Take 1 skein each of scarlet, green, black, blue, lilac, and
gold-colour, 01' gold Lwist. Work 2 rows of double open
crochet with the gold, and 1 l~W of plain double crochet
with the black. N ext row: begin the pattern, and work
1 rolV or it in bright scarlet on a black ground, then a row
of plain black, 1V0rk 2 rows or double open crochet with
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the gold and I row of plain black, work another row of
the pattern in bright blue on a black ground, then a plain
row of black, work 2 rows of double open crochet in gold
and 1 plain row of black, work another row of ~he pattem in violet colour on a black ground, work a plain row
of black, 2 rows of double open crqchet, another plain
row of black, and work another pattern in French green
on a black ground, work 1 plain row of black, and finish
with 2 rows of double open crochet with the gold. This
bag should be made up with gold, or gold and coloured
tassels, with cord and slides to match. Crochet it together at the bottom.
laeab ';'1l intI <!tbllin.

Take 4 skeins of fine purse-twist. and 3 bunches of
gold, steel, or silver beads, as taste may dictate; thread
6 rows of beads on a skein of silk; make a chain of 7
stitches, join them to form the round, -work in single
crochet 1 stitch, pass down a bead to the end of the silk,
work another stitch, pass down another bead, work another
stitch, and so on, passing a bead and working a single
crochet stitch altemately, till the chain is long enough.
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This is done in treble open crochet and ridged crochet.
Ridged crochet is a pretty variation on plain double
crochet. Make a chain the length required, and work 1
row of plain donble crochet. Second row: instead of
working with the loop that is nearest to YOll, take the
loop from the farthest side, and work it as in plain
crochet. Continue in this manner, taking the farthest
loop each time; this will produce a ridge: each row is
worked in this manner, and always worked backwards and
forwards. Take 1 skein each of extra-coarse silk, or Paris
cord, of black, ponceau, green, and violet. Commence
with the black, make a chain the length required, and
work 1 row l'idged crochet; ~d row, work with ponceau;
3d row, black;. 4th row, green; all in ridged crochet.
Take the violet, and work 1 row of treble open crochet,
1 row with the ponceau, 1 row with black, 1 row with
green; take the violet, and work . l row ridged crochet,
1 row with the green , 1 iow with black, 1 row with
ponceau, 1 row with violet; take green, and work 1 row
treble crochet, 1 row black, 1 row ponceau, 1 row of
violet; take the green, and work I row ridged crochet,
I of black, 1 row of ponceau, 1 row of black: this
G
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completes the bag. The open work of this looks well
with gold thl'ead laced in and out of it.
jlJ.e1il Qtr.OIlIl~rol1!1 ~l1tttt:n for. ~ttltIemen'll :Mutrl1teell;

it ill abo llrettll in ';'bl1b'ell fef. 15ag!l.
For a moffatee, make a chain of :52 stitches, take 4
shades of rich blue extra-coarse purse~twist, aad a steel
crochet. The stitches of the foundation should be rather
loosely made; work 4 rows of single plain crochet with
the darkest shade. Commence the stitch. with the 2d
shade; work 2 stitches of commoa single crochet, and,
taking the under loop of the stitch alternately throughout,
always work the 2 stitches of common single crochet in
the same stitches, and the 2 taken under in the same.
Work 8 rows of each shade to the light, then reverse
them, and finish with the 4 rows of single crochet, as at
the beginning.
I! .;,tr.ipefi Qtr.otbd ';'baiDI.
This is done with chem! and 8-thread Germa" wool, i" the plai"
double crochet stitch.

Take 1 oum:e each of scarlet and white, lilac and white,
blue and white, green and white, and yellow and white
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chene wool; and 2 onnces each of sky.blue, bright scarlet;
middle-brown, and black 8-thread German wool. Make
a chain of 3 stitches with the black, take the brown wqpl,
and work 2 stitches in the 1st loop and 1 ill each of the
others. A t the end of this and of each row, cut off the
wool, leaving about a finger's length. Always begin at
the same end of the row, and work 2 stitches in the 1st
loop of every row, thus increasing 1 stitch each row.
(This loose crochet is rather apt to pull more in the
length than width: to remedy which, it is well to increase
2 stitches instead of 1 in about every 12th row; or, if
you frequently measure the sides of your work; you will
see better when it is -required.) Work 1 row of the blue
and white, 1 tow of the scarlet and white, 1 of blue and
white; 2 rows of the ·brown, 1 of blue and white, 1 of
scarlet and white, 1 of blue and white, 2 of brown, 1 of
black ;-this completes 1 stripe. Take the plain scarlet
and work 2 rows, 1 row of green and white, 1 of lilac
and while, 1 of green and white, 2 of plain scarlet, 1 of
green and white, 1 of lilac and white, 1 of green and
white, 2 of plain scarlet, 1 of hlack ;~trlis completes the
2d stripe. Third stripe: work 2 rows of plain blue, 1 of
.5caclet and white, 1 of yellow and white, I of scarlet and
-white, 2 of plain blue, 1 of scarlet and white, 1 of yellow
G 2
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and whire, 1 of scarlet and white, 2 of plain blue, I of
black ;-tbis completes the 3d stripe. Fourth stripe:
work 1 row of black, 2 of brown, 1 of blue and white,
1 of scarlet and white, 1 of blue and white, 2 of plain
brown, 1 of blue and whit.e, 1 of scarlet and white, 1 of
blue and white, 2 of plain broW11, 1 of black ;-tbis stripe
is the same as the 1st. The 5th stripe the same as the
2d; and 6th as the 3d. Repeat these 3 stripe~ alter.
nately till 18 stripes are completed. Take the. lengths of
wool left at the end, and knot them together 6 at a time,
101' the fringe. At the end where you left off, loop I
length of wool iuto each stitch and tie them, then knot
them tugether 6 at a time to correspond with tbe
other side.

Commence with 4 rows of black. Patterns as the
illustration on the opposite page. The gronnd of the
horder is composed of 7 shades of .scarlet, 2 rows of each,
beginnillg with the dilrkest. The scroll in very bright
light French green. The 7 shades of scarlet comiJlete
the ground of the ·scroll. The dividing small pattern
should be in black, ~nd the ground a very pretty rich
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yellowish drab. Work 3 plain rows of the ground. First
row of the pattern, 2 shades of middle blue; 2d row, deep
scarlet; 3d row, bright scarlet; 4th row, bright green, and
the centre stitch white; 5th row, bright deep amber; 6th
row, yellow; 7th row, bright lilac. This pattern is repeated till the cover is nearly wide enough. When the
border is added, on the other side, the ends must then be
ueatly run in; and great care must be taken to have the
sides even, as the stitches are taken up, and. the borders
added to cOl1'espond on the two opposite sides.

~rett!! ~attet1t fot: a ';'lilllltt:, !litTler. itt iIlmooI or ';'ilft,

itt mouble

Urain qJ:rocbet.

Cut a paper pattern the size of the slipper required,
and commence at the toe. The chain should be a little
wider than required. Take the pattern represented on
the opposite page, and commence with the chain row
in white, then work 2 plain rows in buff. Next
row: commence the 1st pattern, and work the 1st
and 2d rows of the pattern in 2 bright scarlets {still
llsing the buff for the ground), working the darkest
for the 1st row. Volork the 3d and 4th rows in 2 shades
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of violet colOl:r, very bright, the darkest for the 3d ro w.
Vi' ark the 5th row ill a dark emerald green; . the 6th with
a lighter of the same shade. Work the 7th row in a rich
brown, and the 8th in a lighter of the' same shade,
,¥ork the 9th row in a bright blue, and t.he 10th in a
lighter of the same shad~. Work 2 rows plain buff.
R epeat the chain row in white. Commence the 2d pattern
and work it on a bright scarlet ground, with the colours
ill the following order:~Work the I st row in dark
claret; 2d row, bright claret; 3d row, blight orangecolanI'; 4th row, gold-colour; 5th row, mazarine blue;
61h row, sky blue; 7th row, white; 8th row, bright violet
colour; 9th row, a lighter violet colour. Work 2 plain
rows of scarlet. Repeat the chain row in white. Commence the 3d pattern, and work it on a Saxon green
ground, with the coloms in the following order : -·W ork
2 rolVs plain green; 1st row of the pattern, work in dark
scarlet; 2d row, bright scarlet; 3d row, dark purple; 4th
row, bright purple; 5th row, rich orange hrown ; 6th row,
a light!"r shade of the same colour; 7th row, bright
gold-colour; 8th row, a lighter shade of the same colour,
Repeat these 3 patterns alternately, working them to
t he shape of tbe slipper; then cut a shape for tbe sole,
. and work it in 3-thread black super-fleecy in the plain
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double crochet; but, instead of beginning each time at
the same end; wOTk it backwards and forwaTds •

.:Ifor a iLong

lllur~t,

in lllIain aull @lltn qJ:rocbet,

hlilO \lSealln.
Take the pattern shewn in the woodcut beneath, and
work it in steel beads, on a rich French blue ground, in
plain crochet, 1st threading the number of beads required
for 1 row; tben, with a bright ponceau colour, work 2
rows of double open crochet. Repeat the pattern in
beads and the 2 rows of double open crochet alternately,
till 8 rows of the pattern are completed.

Five skeins of the blue (line silk) and 2 skeins of
ponceau are required, and 3 bunches of No.6 steel beads.
When the purse is finished, pin it out and damp it on the
wrong side; and, when dry, make it up with steel slides
and tassels.
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jfor a

~ofa"cn:u!iuion

in

~trille!l.

Take the Pat/ern hlN'e shewn, and S-th'read German wool.

Commence with the black and work 1 row; take 4
shades of scarlet; 2d row, work 3 stitches of black
and 3 of the darkest scarlet alternately; work 1 plain
row of the darkest scarlet; 4th row, work with dark
scarlet and white for the pattern; 5th r0W, 2d slJade of
scarlet and yellow for the pattern; 6th row, 2d shade of
scarlet and dark green for the pattern; 7th row, 3d shade
of scarlet and light green for the pattern; 8th row, 3d
shade of scarlet and violet colour for the pattern; 9th
row, lightest shade of scarlet and a lighter violet colour
for the pattern; 10th row, work plain with the light
scarlet; 11 th row, work 3 stitches of light scarlet and
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3 of black alternately; 12th l'OW, work plain with the
black ;-this completes 1 stripe, J2 of which are required
to make a good-sized cushion. Four shades of a colour
are required for the ground of each stripe, Second
stripe: shades of lilac for the gronnd colours; for pattel'll
of 2d stripe, 2 bright greens, 2 rich gold colours, 1 scarlet, and 1 white. Third stripe: shades of greens for the
ground; 2 shades of violet, 1 amber, 1 white, 2 scarlets,
for the pattern. Fourth stripe: shades of crimson for
the ground; 2 shades of green, 2 shades of gold colour,
I rich drab, and 1 white, for the pattern. Fifth stripe :
shades of drab for the ground; 2 scarlets, 2 blues, and 2
ambers, for the pattel'll. Sixth stripe: shades of blue
for the ground; 2 crimsons, 1 rich brown, I deep amber,
1 white, I violet colour, for the pattern. Repeat tbese
6 stripes, and the cushion will then be wide enough.
The back of the cushion should be of tabarette, and
made up with pagoda tassels of colours that correspond
with the work.
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~tripe!l

Ilnlr

~udti!lb

C!!oIourfl.

Take 6-tbread fleecy and work the chain and 1 row
with black, then the dividing line in black. The stripes
are composed of 6 different grounds. First stripe:
green ground; the pattern on it is composed of scarlet,
blue, gold, lilac, and white; still, and thronghout, divide
with black.
Second stripe: lilac ground; pattern~
green, gold, claret, scarlet, and blue. Third stripe .:
yellow ground; pattern-blue, scarlet, green, lilac, and
brown.
Fourth stripe: blue ground; pattern-scarlet,
violet, amber, brown, and white. Fifth stripe: white
ground; pattern-violet, green, scarlet, blue, and light
brown. Sixth stripe: scarlet ground; pattern-wbite,
lilac, green, amber, and claret. These stripes are
repeated till the cover is sufficiently large.
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itt mouble Qtrocbet. ribbe'll.

Take half an oz . of 2 colours in shaded German wool,
say scarlet and green, and a pretty bright geranium,
light green, and white; 6 skeins of each in plain colours.
Cut a paper pattern of your slipper, and commence at the
toe upon either 7 or 9 stitches. Work throughoqt ill
double crochet, but backwards and forwards; and, in
turning back each time, always take the lower part of the
loop, or part furthest from you; this forms the rib.
Make 3 stitches in every centre stitch till the front is
deep euough; the increasing shapes it of itself. TjJ.en,
on one side, take a sufficient number of stitches for the
back quarters, which are worked with the shades in the
same way in one long piece, and, when the proper length;
united to the same number of stitches on the other side
of the front. Cut a stiff paper the shape of the sole,
and work it in 6-thread black fleecy, in double crochet;
sew the upper part of the shoe to it: if required for a slipper
to draw over a satin shoe this is sufficient; but, if a
regular slipper, a leather sole must be added, and lined
with silk nicely quilted on fiannel. One oz. of the black
fleecy is sufficient.
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ICl bet!! elegant Uattem for a Qrt:ocbe1 anll iltnittell lila!!,

in \Sealls allll \Sug-Iell.
Take 6 skeins of coarse purse-twist, of any pretty
colour, say emerald green, 1 bunch of No. 10 gold beads,
and half an oz;. each of black and white bugles, the 8th
of an inch in length. Commence at the top of the bag
by making a chain of ] 80 stitches; work 3 rows of plain
double crochet. In the next row: commence by making
3 chain stitches, and missing 3 stit.ches of the foundation,
then 3 stitches of double crochet. Repeat this alternately
all round. This forms the hales fol' the st-1'ings to pass
through. Then work 3 rows more of plain double
crochet; then thread 5 rows of beads on a skein of silk,
and work ]6 rows of treble open crochet, placing a bead
on each of the 3 long stitches. This is done by raising
a bead before passing the silk ·round the crochet. ..Pass
the silk round, bringing the bead to the front part of the
work ; then pass the crochet through the top of the
stitch you are going to work into; you have then 3 loops
on the needle; bllng the silk through the 2 first, keeping
the bead at the top, and then the silk through these 2.
After the 15 rows are worked in this way, do one row of
plain double crochet all round. .Then take 4 knitting
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pins, No. 16, take up the stitches, an equal number, on
3, taking up 2 loopsj and missing 2 altel1lately; you
should have 90 stitches Oll the needles. Thread the
beads and bugles on your silk as follo.w s:- Two beads, a
white bugle, 2 beads, a black bugle, 2 beads, a white, 2
, beads, a black bugle, throughout; knit a plain round, then
knit a bead on each stitch opposite the 2 stitches taken
up, raise a bugle, which will come opposite the 2 stitches
of crochet not taken up; raise the beads and bugles in
this manner for 20 rows, knitting a plain row between
each; then cast off and sew the edges together of the
knitting; make up the bag with tassels of gold, and the
colour of the silk the bag is made of, and cord to
correspond.

l)rettu anb !limple lIJatt&rtt for (!tober of lSa"!linllt or

lSabU'fl (!tounter-pane.

i
I

:

Take 3 shades of blue in 8-thread German wool,
clouded scarlet and white, and rich violet or claret, and
plain white wool, and a crochet that will gauge 10 or
11. Make a chain, from a yard to 1 yard and a quarter
long, with the darkest shade of blue, and 1 row of singlc
open crochet with that and the 2 other shades to the
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lightest; take the white wool and work I plain row of
double crochet, then take the violet, with the white, and
work for 4 rows altemately 4 stitches of each; in the next
4 rows bring the white over the violet and the violet over
the white; do 4 more rows, reversing the squares;
This forms a dice pattern, and looks very pretty. With
the lightest shade <;!f blue work 1 i·ow of single open
crochet, and 1 row of diLto of the 2 olher shades to the
darkest; then work 8 rows in plain double crochet of the
scarlet and white. Repeat now from the beginning, and
work this way till the counterpane is square or nearly
so, and add a fringe, either all white or 'spaces of white.
A lining of white sarcenet is a great improvement.

1let:!1 llnti!1 lllattern for a: 1Long Uurue in Qtrotf/d.
Take 2 skeins of middle-sized black pl1l'se-twist, and
skein each of any 4 pretty colours in .shaded twist that
contrast well-say lilac, green, scarlet, and fawn, and a
bnnch of No. 6 steel or gold beads. Make a chain
donble the length required and ullite it, thus making it
round; thread the beads.pn the black silk, and do a row
of plain double crochet, putting .a b~ad on every 4th
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stitch; then take the shaded lilac silk and work a stitch,
pass the silk round the needle, insert the crochet in the
I st loop of the row. You have now 3 stitches on the
needle: bring the silk through the 2 first, and the silk
again through them. This is the same as the long stitch
made in open crochet; the only difference is, that no
chain stitch is made between; but this stitch repeated
throughout the rQw in every loop of the double crochet.
Continue in this manner, working a row of double crochet
in black, with a bead o~ every 4th stitch, and a row with
the shaded silk in the long stitch alternately; repeat the 4
colours 3 times. The opening, or pocket, to admit the
money, must be made after the 6th row is completed with
the shaded silk. Divide the purse in half, letting the
part where the silk is joined on for the fresh rows come at
the bottom, then divide the one half into 3, and work till
you come to the centre 3d with the black silk and beads,
as usual, then make a chain to correspond with the
nnmber of stitches, and do not work into them, but work
into the I st stitch of the last 3d, and then go on and
finish the row as usual. This forms the opening. Work
the other 6 rows of shaded silk, and finish with the black
and beads, then crochet it up on each side. If approved
of, the purse may be left square at both ends, and a small
H

I
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tassel put at the 4 corners, but otherwise it may be drawn
up at both ends. Square at one end for bank-notes and
gold, and round at the other for silver, looks well, and is
convenient, as the tassels and slides must correspond
with the beads nsed.

;j)l1letrJoll of llutting )Stalls on tbe lttgbt .;iilJe of <!ttotbet.
This is not generally done, being more troublesome;
and all of the beautiful French bags and purses we get
have the beads on what we consider the wrong side. But
I have seen some German book-covers with them on the
right side, which certlliuly looks better. Make the chain
or foundation as usual, and work a row of double crochet,
before beginning your pattern; then, when you require a
bead, raise it and bring it to the front, and insert your
crochet at the back of the loop, instead of at the front, as
usual, draw the silk through from the front, and take it on
your needle, then draw the silk in the common way
through both loops.
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!l~ot:t ~ur!le. illi~ }S,lC

/lull

~ill!l.

take any 2 colonrs that contrast well, say scarlet and
white, of middle-size purse-twist, a skein of each, and a
bunch of No. 7 steel beads.
lVJ ake a chain of 60
slirches, work 2 rows of single open crochet in scarlet,
thread th e beads on the white silk, and work a rolV of
plain double crochet, then 1V0rk alternately 3 stitches with
a bead, and 3 plain stitches. In the 2 following rows do
the same, only bring the beads over the plain stitches, and
the plain stitcbes over the beads, then a row of plain
white. Repeat the open in the scarlet, and the pattern or
beads on tbe white, till the purse is 2t nails wid e, finishing to the white, then crochet it to the scarlet on the
wrong side, draw it up, and pllt a long bead tassel at the
bottom, and dil'ide it equally at the top, leaving an
opening at each half of about t of an illch, which JIlllst
be firmly overcast, and then each side worked over a bar.

Variation

Oil

t~e

~Htc~

of Ilouble

(!['ror.~et.

This is a pretty strong sLitch for p11l'ses, cover lids,
toilet covers, &c.; it is done backwards and forwards, and
H
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has the same appearance on both sides. It looks very
"ell done in shades, 01' shaded wool; but patterns do not
look quite as well on it as on double crochet. Make a
chain the length required and 1 row of double crochet,
turn oll-ck and take both loops on the needle, that is, the
chain formed by the stitch of double crochet; draw the
wool through both,and the wool again through them as '
in double cr.ochet. This is the stitch throughout. To
l, eep it even at the end in turning back, you must always
work into the stitch you have just finished, taking up both
loops as throughont on yom needle. This is a very
strong, nice stitch for a gentleman's purse, in a plain
colonr, wjth c0ll-rse' silk.

<!ttorbet for

15ooIt~Qrobera,

&t.

Crochet can be applied to almost any pl11')lose by
cutting a paper pattern of the shape you intend working,
and increasing or decreasing accordingly. For covers
of books it is very pretty, and also for blotting books,
made up with an edge of lell-ther. There . are so many
nice-colonred border-patterns now published for crochet,
in sqnares, stripes, medallions, &c., that -it is unnecessary
to give a pattern here.
Extra-coarse or coarse purse-
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twist il; gfmerally used, with a paltel'l1 for one side; and
initials, with a border round, for the other. For covers
of Prayer-Books and Bililes, I have worked them in deep
blue purse-twist, gold twist, violet and gold, and crimson
and gold . For Prayer-Books, a pretty mosaic pattel'l1 on
one side, and initials .on the other, looks lVell; and for
Bibles, I have occasionally done 1. H. S., either in Church
text or Old English, with the Egyptian key-border
round on one side, and a cross and initials on the other.

~ltlJant

Uattem tal:

it ~ltcbd

or lllocft~tballlJItel:cbitf.<!taae
in <!trocbet.

Take 2 shades of either pink or bille middle-sized
purse-twist, 6 skeins of the light and 2 of the dark, 6
skeins of white, ancI It bunches each of steel and silver
beads. Make a chain rather more than a quarter of a
yard long, and work from it. Thread the silver beads on
the lightest shade of the colour used, and the steel on the
white; work the border between with the silrer beads and
coloured silk; then with the darkest shade of silk do 2
rows of double open crochet; the star in steel beads on
the white ground, then the 2 rows of double open crochet,
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aud repeat 3 rows of SIal'S, and 3 borders will make ]
pocket; 7 rows of stal:s aud 8 borders tbe back part of the
sachet, and 3 again and 3 bord ers the other pocket: it is
all don e in one. On the 01le pocket, the centre of the
3 rows 0(' stars should Lave the initials 01' name in it, and
the centre stripe at the back mouchoi1·S. It must be
made up with a rich white satin next the work; layers of
white j ewel lers' wool, and scellt, and thell a nieely-quilted
while watered silk to lin e it, trimmed ronnd with silver
cOl'd ,-The pattel'll is rt']Jl'esellted in the woodcut beneath.
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KNITTING AND NETTING.
><
Urettl1 si1I111le Uatttm for lhulertioll, ollen g,tittb for tbc
tOll of 13abiea' ,jIboea, ~tocIttllga, &t:.
Cast on any number that will .divide by 4. Knit 2
together, bring the thread forward, *knit 2 together, knit
2 together, bring the thread forward and repeat from ....
Second row: seam 1 stitch, pass the thread round the
needle, '"seam 3, pass the thread round the needle, and
~repeat li'om *. This stitch is also very pretty for purses,
being light and open. If used for a purse, cast on from
70 to 80 stitches, accordiug to the size of the silk, then
knit the length required, sew it up I-third at each end,
dnd add tassels and slid es.

Urettl1 nimple Uattern fOt: tbe Qtentre of a g,betlanlJ g,ballll,
alao llcettl1 fOl: ~oilet:QIobet:!!, Qtbatl:~liiaclta, &c.
If this Patte,.,. be "sed for Toilet.Covers, or Doilies, No. 10 or 12 knitting.
cotton should be used; if fa,· Covers for Sofas 07' Chair-Backs,
No.6 S-tMead ';8 the best size.

If done for a shawl, the plain row between may either
be knit or seamed, but I prefer the seamed row, though
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all the Shetland shawls are knit. When a plain row
occurs, I think the knitting looks mnch more even.
Any number of stitches that will divide by 8. First row:
knit a stitch, bring the wool in front, take 2 together,
wool forward, knit 2 together, knit 3 plain, and repeat.
Second row: seamed. Third row: knit 2 stitches, wool
forward, knit 2 together, wool forward, knit 2 together,
knit 2 plain, and repeat. Fourth row: seamed. Fifth
row: knit 3 plain, wool forward, knit 2 together, wool
forward, knit 2 together, knit I plain. Sixth row:
seamed. Seventh row: knit 4 plain, wool forward, knit
2 together, wool forward, knit 2 together, and repeat.
Eighth row: seamed. Ninth row: knit 2 plain, knit 2
together, wool forward, knit 2 together, wool forward, knit
2 plain, and repeat. Tenth row; seamed. Eleventh
row: knit 1 plain, knit 2 together, wool forward, knit 2.
together, wool forward, knit 3 plain, and repeat. Twelfth
row: seamed. Thirteenth row: knit 2 together, wool
forward, knit 2 together, wool forward, knit 4. Fourteenth row: seamed.
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Done in G.,'man 10001 and No. 14 pins; eUhe.. 2 or 4 colo"rs of German
tvool, and 5 shades of each colo,,,·; one set of .hades forms .
a q"arter oj" the bag.

I,

I

Cast on 48 stitches. The stitch for the bag is-slip a
stiteh the reverse way, pass the wool in front, and knit 2
sLitches together; repeat this till within 6 stitches of the
bottom of the bag, which are knit plain. Second rolV:
knit the 6 stitches at the bottom plain, then in the patternstitch till within 3 of the end at the top; turn back, as if
beginning a fresh row, and knit to the bottom, remembering to knit the 6 stitches plain. Third row: leave 6
without knitting them at the top on your needle. Fifth
row: leave 9. Seventh row: leave 12. Ninth row:
leave 15. The 10th row brin gs you to the bottom of the
bag. These 10 rows are repeated of each shade from the
darkest to the lightest; and 4 sets of shades, or the 10
rows described, repeated 20 times, form the bag. The
stitches are then cast off, and sewed to th e commencement. This makes it ronnd. A circular piece of pas teboard, about 2t inches in diameter, is Cllt, and covered in
silk or satin, and the bottom part of th e bag evenly drawn
in and sewed to it. Abou t 8 or 10 bag-rings are sewed

i
i
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to the top, and finished with a cord, for strings, to match

the shades used.
rltr!! llt:tttJ) miamolllHlIattmt fot:
';:'of~Qtobtl:~,

';:'~Illnl~,

s.c.

First row: 3 plain, make 1, knit 2 together, 3 plain.
N ext row: seamed. Third row: knit 2, make 1, knit 2
together, make 1, knit 2 together, knit. 2. Fourth row:
seamed. Fifth row: knit 1, make 1, knit 2 together,
make 1, knit 2 together, make I, knit 2 together, knit I.
Sixth row: seamed. Seventh row: knit 2, make I, knit
2 together, make 1, knit 2 together.
Eighth row:
seamed . Ninth row: knit 3, make 1, knit 2 together,
knit 3. Tenth row: seamed. Any nnmber of stitches
that will divide by 8 is requirecl for this pattern. If
wanted for a half-square shawl, or n e ck erchief~ it is a
good plan to cast on the number of stitches at the neck,
and in every seamed row decrease a stitch at the beginning, 2 stitches in the centre, ancl 1 at tbe end. This
will shape the neckerchief. The only thing is to
observe how it affects the pattern, and commence the
pattern-row accordingly.
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~penrel:.

May be 'I'om in the sireet, and is very elegant and stylish, looking; also
wa,'m and comJortable under a cloal, o"r shalOl, E ight-tMead
German wool--8 OZ8. of claret, and! oz. of blue.

Cast on 4D stitches for the back with claret, bring the
wool forward, slip 1, knit 2 together, bring the wool
forward, slip 1, knit 2 together, and so all; every row is
alike; knit 18 rows, cast on 3 extra stitches, knit to the
end, cast all 3 more stitches, knit 17 rows besid es the aile
in which you have increased, cast on 3 stitches, knit to
the eud of the row, cast on 3 more stitches, knit 9 rows,
cast on 3 stitches, knit to the end, cast on 3, knit 9 rows,
cast on 3 stitches, knit to the end, cast on 3, knit 9 rolVS,
cast on 3, knit to the other end, cast on 3, knit 7 rows,
cast on 3 stitches, knit to the other end, cast on 3, knit 7
rows; cast on 3 stitches, knit to the' other end, cast on 3,
knit 7 rows, cast on 3, knit to the other end, cast on 3,
knit D8 rows, decrease 3 stitches in the following manner
-slip the J st, knit 2 together, and pull the slipped stitch
over, knit to within 3 of the end, decrease them as hel" ~p.,
knit 10· rows, decrease 3 at each end as before, knit 6
roil'S, decrease as before 3 at each end, knit 6 rows, decrease
as before, knit 8 rows, decrease as before at each end, knit
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6 rows, decrease 3 at each end as before, knit 6 tows,
decrease 3 at each end, knit 4 rows, decrease 3 at
each end, knit 4 more tows, and cast off. This completes the back of the jacket. For the fronts: cast on
99 stitches, knit 94 rows, cast off 21 stitches for the armhole, knit with the remaining stitches for 48 rows,
decrease 3 stitches on the plain sid·e (not on the side
where the stitches for the armhole ate left), knit 6 rows,
decrease 3 more on the same side, knit 6 rows, decrease 3
again, knit 6 more rows, decrease again, knit 6 more rows,
decrease 3 stitches, knit 6 rows, decrease 3 stitches, knit
6 rows, decrease 3, knit 6 rows, decrease 3, knit 6 rows,
decrease 3, knit 10 rows, decrease 3, knit 16 rows, kIlit 2
rows plain, and cast off the stitches. The decreased side
is for the slope of the neck. For the sleeve; cast on 117
stitches, knit 28 rows, bring the wool forward, slip I, knit
2 together, decrease 3 stitches as before by slipping the
1st stitch, knitting 2 together, and pulling the slipped
stitch over the 2 knit together, knit to within 6 stitches of
the end, knit 3 together in the same way, knit the other
3 in the usual way, knit 10 rows, decrease 3 stitches after
the 3 first and before the 3 last stitches of the next row,
knit 12 rows, repeat the decreasing, knit 8 rows, decrease
again, knit 22 rows, repeat the decreasing at each end as
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before, knit 12 rows, decrease again (remembering that
the decreasing must always be within the 3 outside
stitches), knit 16 rows, decrease again, knit 16 rows,
decrease 1 each side as before, knit 20 rows, decrease 3
stitches on each side, knit 60 rows, decrease 3 on each
side, knit 78 rows, and cast off. For the collar: cast on
192 stitches, knit 20 rows. Next row: knit 48 stitches,
knit 3 together as before, knit 90 stitches, knit 3 together,
knit the remaiuing stitches, knit ti rows. Next row: cast
off 3 stitches, knit 45 stitches, knit 3 together, knit 39,
knit 3 together, knit 45, knit 3 together, knit the
remaining stitches to within 3 of the ~nd, cast them off,
knit 5 rows, casting off 3 stitches at the beginning of each.
Next row: cast off 3 stitches, knit 39, knit 3 together,
knit 36, knit 3 together, knit 39, knit 3 together, knit the
remaining stitches, knit 3 rows, casting off 6 at the
beginning of each. Next row: cast off 6, knit 24, knit
3 together, knit 33, knit 3 together, knit 39, knit 3
together, knit the remaining stitches, lmit 7 rows, casting
off 6 stitches at the beginning of each, knit 36 stitches,
knit 3 together, knit the remaining stitches, knit 1 row.
N ext row: cast off 6 stitches, knit 6 rows, and cast off all
the stitches that remain. This completes the collar.
For the frill: take up the stitches at the waist (there
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should be 300 all along), knit 6 plain rows, and 36 rows in
the pattei'll stitch, 4 rows with the blue, and 2 of the
claret, and cast off'. A ribbon passed unrler the collar
fastens it at the neck, and loops and buttons down
the front.

Cast on 30 stitches, knit 8 rows, increasing I at the
beginning of ~nch, knit 12 rows, increasing 1 at the
beginning of every other row for the toe, knit 4 rows
without increasing. You will now have 44 stitches on the
needle; let off 32 on to a 3d needle, and knit the remaining 12 stitches backwards and forwards for 30 rows, cast
on 32 stitches, knit 4 rows, knit 12 rows, decreasing 1 at
the beginning of every other at the same end that YOli
b.efore increased, knit 8 rows, decreasing I at the beginning
of every row, cast off. This completes the foot-part,
except the little bit that is let ill to shape it better, for
which take up 12 stitches along the increased part of th e
toe, and knit 10 rows, decreasing I at the beginning of
every other one at the end nearest the casting on. For
the instep : take up the 32 stitches on each side, and 16
across the toe, knit 2 plain rows all round, and cast off;
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then take up the same number all round, but from the
bottom of these 2 rolV~, and knit 2 rows all round; then
place the 32 stitches on each side on to separate needles,
with the 16 stitches across the · toe, knit 2 plain rows,
taking up I of the 32 stitches at the end of every row,
and knitting it together with the last stitch . Next row:
knit 2, slip 1, knit I, pass the slipped stitch over the
knitted one, bring the thread forward, knit 1, bring the
thread forward, sea III I, pass the thread back, slip 1, knit
1, pass the slipped stitch over the kuitted one, bring the
thread forward, knit 1, bring the thread forward, seam 1,
pass the thread back, slip 1, knit 1, pass the slipped stitch
over the knitted one, bring th e t.hread forward, knit I,
bring the thread forward, seam 1, knit 2 plain stitches at
each edge, and seam the remaining stitches; continue
the pattern and plain rows alternately till 24 rows are
done, remembering to knit one of the side stitches with
the last of each row, then take the stitches on each side on
to the same needle with the centre ones, and knit () plain
rows. Next row: make a stitch, seam 2 together, make
a stitch, seam 2 together; this is to form a row of holes
Jor the ribbon to pass through; knit 2 plain rows. Continue the plain and pattern row as in the instep till 36
rows are done, knit 4 plain rows, and cast off.
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UnitJl strong .i>titcb fot a IISllntllllllan's UtttSIl or lOag.
. Fo"r skeins oj middling-sized purse twist and No. 16 pin.
a,'e requ,ired.

Any number of stitcbes that will divide by 3. For a
purse, cast on 90 stitches, which is the length . First
row; knit 2 together, pass the silk in front, knit 1, and
repeat. Second row; seam 1, pass the silk round the
needle, kuit 2 together, and repeat. When you have
knitted about 3 nails, cast off. Pin the purse out on a
stiff pasteboard, and damp it. Th en make up with
tassels and slides to correspond. It must be sewed up
one-third on each side.

UrettJl

~imple

Nettelr Qtap fot: weating llnlreUl 100nnet.

Take half an ounce oj white German wool, and 3 shades oj any
colm" that may be dcsi"ed, say blue-2 skeins oj each.

Commence on a foundation of 50 stitches. Take a
No. 13 steel mesh, aud net 1 row with single wool.
Second row, on a mesh this width
with double
wuo!. Net these 2 rows alternately, 3 of the wide and 4
of the narrow, ending, of course, with the narrow. Then
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On a mesh tbis width
, net 4 stitches
in 1 in every loop, but, at tbe stitches at tbe bottom
at each loop formed by the ending tbe rows, net 12
stitches into each loop; tbus tbe broad row is carried
completely round the piece of netting. Tben take the
lightest shade of blue, and net a plain row on a No. 12
mesh, a plain row with tbe 2d shade; tben, on a No. 12
mesh, with the darkest shade, net a stitch all ronnd, only
in every alternate loop. This piece is then placed on a
cap-wire, aud fastened to the centre of the 7 rows first
netted. There are 2 other pieces netted, which are alike
on a foundation of 50 stitcbes. Four plain rows are
netted with white double wool on a mesh tbis width ___ ;
then J row on the wide mesh used in · the first piece, 4
stitches in every alternate loop, bnt not carried round ,
only the plain row at 1 edge. The 3 rows with the
shades of wool are done the same as in the first piece.
These 2 pieces are put in at each end, coming abo ut a
third of the way up on each side, they are caught to the
bottom part of the wide row of the piece, on the wire, on
each side, and IDust be ratber fuller towards the ears.
The last stitch of the narrow IDesh at tbe edge is caugbt
to the edge of the piece on the wire at each side.
I
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19athn:n fOt ';'ofiJ;o<!robet, Ot <!robel:!! fOl: QJ:~ait bacfta ; IlI~o,
II llteti!! $titc~ fot ~~aiDla Ilull ([u~~iou$.

For a covel' for chairbac1r, take No. 6 3-thread ~trlltt's
Imitting cotton, and coarse ivory pins, either to gauge IO
01' 11.
Cast on any number of stitches that will divide
by 11 ; 99 will make a good size, and 3 for each edge,
which will be 105 to set up. Seam a row after casting on
(there is a seamed row between every patLel'l1 row ). First
pattel'l1 row (th e 3 edge stitches are knit throughout, and
not mentioned in the pattern): brin g the cotton forw ard,
knit 1, bring the cotton forwa rd, knit 3, tuke 2 together,
lake 2 together, taking the back part of tbe stitches, knit
3, repeat. Second pattern row: bring the cotton forward,
knit 3, cottOIl forw ard, knit 2, knit 2 stitches together, knit
2 together, taking the back of the stitches, knit 2, repeat.
Third row : bring th e cotton forward , knit 5, cotton forward,
hit 1, kn it 2 togeth er, knit 2 toge ther, taking th e back of
the slitches, knit 1, repeat. Fourth row: bring th e cotton
forward, kn it 7, cotton forward, knit 2 together, Imit 2
together, taking the back of the stitches. Fifth row:
cotLpn forward, knit 3, knit 2 together, knit 4, urin g tbe
cotton forward, knit 2 together. Sixth row: bring the
cotton for ward, knit 3, knit 2 together, knit 2 together,
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taking the back of the stitches, knit 3, cotton forw ard,
knit 1. Seventh row: knit I, bring the cotton forward,
knit 2, knit 2 together, taking the back of the stitches,
knit 2, cotton forward, knit 2. Eighth row: knit 2,
bring the cotton forward, knit I, knit 2 together, knit 2
together, taking the back of the stitches, knit], cotton
forward, knit 3. Ninth row: knit 3, cotton forward, knit
2 together, knit 2 together, taking the back of the stitches,
colton forward, knit 4. Tenth row: knit 4, cotton
forward, knit 2 tqgether, cotton forw ard, knit 3, knit 2
together. Elel'el1th row: knit 2 together, taking the back
of the stitches, knit 3, bring cutton forward, knit I, cotton
forward, knit 3, knit 2 together. Twelfth row: knit 2
together, taking the back of the stitch es, knit 3, cotton
forward, knit 1, cotton forward, knit 3, knit 2 together.
Thirteenth row: knit 2 together, taking the back of the
stitches, knit 2, cotton forward, knit 3, cotton forward,
knit 2, knit 2 together. Fourteellth row: knit 2 together,
taking the back of the stitches, knit I, cotton forward,
knit 5, cotton forward, knit 1, knit 2 together. Fifteellth
row: knit 2 together, taking the back of the stitches,
bring cotton forward, knit 7, bring cotton forward, knit 2
together. Sixteenth rolV: bring cotton forward, knit 3,
knit 2 together, knit 4, bring cotton forward, knit 2 togeI 2
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ther. Seventeenth row: cotton forward, knit 3, knit 2
together, knit 2 together, taking the back of the stitches,
knit 3, cotton forward, knit 1. Eighteenth row: cotton
forward, knit 3, knit 2 together, knit 2 together, taking
back of stitches, knit 3, cotton forward, knit 1. Repeat
now from the 1st row, but remember there is a seamed
row between every row described.

~rett!1

,

@pen

~titcb

for Insertion, llhltllllS, Ot )Sags.

Cast on any number of stitches that will divide by 4,
and 2 stitches for the edge. Bring the thread forward,
knit 2 together, taking the back of the stitches, knit 2
plain, repeat. Second row seamed. These 2 rows are
knit allernately. .
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CROOHET.

flJlttboll' of )!llo:e/lailllJ /lllll'

metl:e/l~illlJ

ill Qtrotbet.

·To increase in crochet, work 2 stitches into every loop
where you wish to add to the size; it is a good plan
where you are working with only one colour, and have
no pattern to mark the increasing; and it is requisite (to
do it regularly) to take up both loops instead of the upper
one: this shews the ill creasing, and enables you to do it
regularly. To decrease, either take the tops of the 2
following loops and work them as one, or pass the stitch
without working into it at all. This latter method shews
less than working the 2 loops as l. By cutting a paper
pattern almost any thing may be shaped in crochet.
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illEtAl of malting a }San)]'!) }Sin, in <!troctet.
No. 8 knitting cotton.

Cut your shape iu paper, which is usually pointed like
a stomacher at the waist, and passing over the shoulders
wit.h a strap, which is made long enough to cross at the
back, and pin to the waist. Work in the stitch describ'ed
as a variation of double croch et backward s and forwards
(both sides being alike). When completed, t.rim the
front part round with any of the pretty narrow knit cotton
edging: the stitches should be taken up at the sides of
the straps, and a row of plain double crochet worked at
each edge, to make it strong.

mwat:nt

~etticoat,

i.1t <!ttoctet.

'['his is done in 4-tMead super.jleecy, and ,"ilh a la"ge ivory crochet . From
l,r lb. to I! lb. of fleecy is "equired, according to tlte length of
tlte pettico(Li .

It is done in single crochet, but backwards and forwards,
and at the beginning of every fresh row take the part of
the stitch that is farthest from you; also, be careful, in
commencing the next row, always to work into the stitch
you have just finished in the preceding row; it is worked
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lengthways, and for a usual-sized petticoat a chain of
140 stitches is a good number. 'Work backwards and
forwards 4 rows. III tbe 5th ro w, do not work iuto the
las t 30 stitches, but turn back ' there for tlue 6th row, as
if beginning at tbe end. This is done after every 4th
row, as it makes tbe petticoat less round the waist and fuJI
at the bot.tom. In the nex t pl ain row, after having left
the 30 stitches, when you come to them take up the side
of the stitch left aud the top of the first of tbe 30 together, otherwise it would cause a hole ; but by working it
in this way it nnites it, and leaves the number of stitches
the same. After th e width of th e petticoat is completed ,
crochet it up from the bottom, leaving about three-eighth s
of a yard from th e top open. Take up the stitches all
round the bottom, and work 6 rows of plain single croch et
loosely all round. Th e waist is set into a banel', as any
other petticoat. For warmth, these petticoats are very
preferable to flannel; tbey set 'much closer to the figUl'e,
and are l1'\uch more durable ; they are more quickly
done than knitted ones.
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lllrettu lllattet:tt for a lSaflu'Sl

~boe,

in bouflle Ql:rocfJet.

T ake 10 skeins 0/ while and 8 of pink German ~uool, or any colour that
may be approved, and an ivor.y or steel crochet that will gauge 12.

,.

Make a chain with the pink of 48 stitches, make it
round by uniting the first to the last stitch; wOl'k in deuble
crochet L plain row with the pink, and 1 row of white.
Third row: 1 stitch of pink and 3 of white alternately.
Fourth row: 3 stitches of pink and 1 of white, bringing
the cent.re of 'the 3 stitches of pink over the 1st stitch
of pink in the preceding row. Fifth row: 3 stitches of
pink and 1 of white, bringing the centre one of the 3
stit.ches of pink over the stit.ch of white in the row before.
Sixth row: 3 st.itches of white and 1 of)ink, bringing
the stitch of pink over the middle of tile 3 stitches of
pink in the row before. These last four rows form a very
pretty vandyke border, which is repeated at the bottom of
the shoe. Two rows of white are now worked, and the 2
rows of 2 stitches of pink and 2 of white. This forms a
little square of each colour. These 2 rows are repeated
{5 times more, but every 2 rows the stitches are reversed,
bringing the piuk over the white and the white over the
pink. Now take 20 stitches from the front (making the
part where the chain joins exactly. the back part of !he
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Shoe), and work the dice pattern you bave been doing
twice, that is, 4 rows. You have now to break off at
each row. StiU work in the dice pattern; but at the
beginning and end of every 3d, for the next 14 rows,
dl~crease a stitch.
This finishes the instep and upper
part of the shoe. Now take up the stitches all round the
heel and front, and work 1 row of white; then work the
4 rows described at the top as vandyke pattern; then
work in white a plain row round the heel,-it should be
28 stitches. This finishes the shoe all but the sole,
which is done in the stitch described as variation of
double crochet. Commence at the toe on a chain of 8
stitches, and work 2 rows. Next row, make a stitch at
the beginning ana end of the row, being 10 stitches, a
plain row between, and then increase 1 at the beginning
and end of the row, which will be 14 stitches. Do a
plain row and an increased one at each end till you have
18 stitches. Twelve rows plain . Now decrease at the
end of each row every alternate row till you have only
10 stitches. J ncrease again in each alternate row till
you have 16 stitches; then work 4 plain rows. Now
decrease in every alternate row, as before, at the beginning and end of each row till only 8 stitches are left.
This end is the heel of the sale. It should be closely
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worked; and must be neatly sewed to the npper part. A
cord and tassels, twisted, of the pink and white wool, are
run through at the top of the 2d row of the dice pattern
from tbe heel.

Uret111 Uattern for a Uenluiller, in montle C1tt:ocbet.
Take any 2 colours that ,"ill contrast ,"ell oj c",tm -cowrse pUI·se t'wist, say
dark violet and golel, the violet f or the groun,l and the gold jor the
pat/em. One skein oj each ,"ill make 2 P en,"ipers.

Commence with violet on a chain U1ade as li ghtly as
possible of 6 stitches; unite it, and work rOllnel, making
2 stitches in 1 in every stitch . You have now] 2 stitches :
make 2 stitches in 1 in the next ronnel, which will increase the stitches to 24. N ow take the gold colour, and
work I stitch; in the next stitch, work 2 stitches with the
violet; continue this all ronnel: you will then have 12
stitch es of gold colour aud 2 stitches of violet between
each. In the next round, work 2 stitches of violet in
the 1st stitch of violet, th en 1 stitch of gold in the last
violet, and 1 of gold in the gold. Continue in this way
increasing a stitch , that is, making 2 stitches in 1; in the
1st stitch, of violet, and a gold in the 2d, till yun have {j
stitches of gold and 2 of violet all round: then, in the 4
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stitches of the gold, work in each a stitch of gold colour;
and in the last, 2 stitches of violet, and a stitch of violet
iu each of the other stitches: continue in each round in .
this way, increasiug in the violet and decreasing in tbe
gold, till YOil have only 1 stitch of gold left. If YOll
have rightly decreased the gold and increased the violet,
YOll will have, in the 1st row, after the {5 stitches of gold
and 2 violet, 4 gold and 4 violet; next row, 3 gold and 6
violet; next row, 2 gold and 8 . violet; and last row, 2
gold and 10 violet all ronnd. Do I row ronnd iu plain
violet, increasing a stitch in every 11 th all ronnel. Then
take the gold colour, and work 1 stitch of gold colour;
make a chain of {5 stitches, and catch it into the 4th loop
following (that is, making 3 stitches of the round), with
a stitch of double. crochet : work this all round, and fasten
off. Make it up with 4 pieces of dark cloth or velvet
(cloth is best); cnt the size of the round of the penwiper
each in pieces; it is folded up, I st, in the half, and then in
the quarter, and caught together in the centre and fastened on each side with a small steel or sil ver button.
I t is an improvement to the crochet top to line it as far
as tbe double crocbet goes with a silk of the same colour
as the gl'ouud. This star pattern is also a very good
receipt for increasing the bottom of a bag; it can be done
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with gold or silver twist, or beads instead" of the colour
for the pattern, according to taste,.

jfot:

It

1!!1t~~ ocIt.

The foregoing receipt is 'also a good pattern for a
hassock. Increase as described, taking any good mixture
of colours, in 6-thread fleecy. When the' star is finished,
take any of the pretty small star or border patterns (of
which so many are no'w published), al)d work round
whatever is required to make the hassock the size
you wish, only observe to increase as follows :-in the 1st
row after the star is finished, in the 11 th stitch; in the 2d,
in the 12th; in the 3d, in the 13th ; and so on in every
row, working 1 stitch more between the increasing than
in the preceding row. If a border is wished, it should be
worked round and round the top witho ut any increasing,
The scroll border pattern, which is a sort of Egyptian
key, given as a border for a table-cover, or sofa cushion,
in this book, is a very exeellent border, and can be done
in any colours, to suit the top. The shaded ground, as
there described, has an excellent effect.
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fltrong QI:rimming tot: ~ettitoatfl, Qtbilbren'fl
mreflflea, $rc., in Qt.ocbet.

A c,:ochet that will gauge 17 or 18 (if wished remar/,ably strong);
Smith's linen thread, No.7; Mee's P ersian thread, No . 9 or 10.

Make a chain the length required for the trimming,
work 1 row of plain double crochet, and break 01I at the
end. Second row: work the long stitch used in open
crochet, (that is, bring the cotton round the needle, put the
crochet in a loop of the foundation, and draw the cotton
through this with the loop first on the needle by fastening
on, make 3 stitches on the needle, draw the cotton through
the 2 first, and then again through these,) make 3 chain
stitches, then miss 1 of the foundat ion, repeat the long
stitch and the 3 chain alternately to the end of the row.
Third row is the same as the 2d, only that the long stitch
is worked into the centre of the 3 chain stitches in the
preceding row. Another, or 2 more rows, in this way,
1llay be added, according to the width of the edging
desired. Last rolV: work the long stitch into the centre
of the 3 first chain stitches in the previous rolV, do the 3
chain stitches, then work in the centre of these 3 chain
stitches jnst made a stitch of double crochet, 1 more
chain stitch, and the long stitch into the centre of the 3
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next chain stitch es in the previous row. This will be
fonnd to give a full point to the scollop, like a scollo})
done iu muslin work. It is very pretty llsed instead of
fringe, done in wool, and each · ro w of a different shade,
fo r shawls, coverlids, &c.

1:7eru Ilrettu :J»,.et

1lI1lr~e.

Take 2 skeins of rather fine purse·twist, of "ich blue, with 3 skeins of
shaded silk to malch in size. Bost-colou,' and fawn are p"tUy.

Take a mesh, No. ] 1, and commence on a foun dation
of 60 stitches. Net 6 rows with the blue, then with a
mesh, No. 13 , net 2 stitches in 1 the whoie of the row
with the shaded silk. Take a mesh, N o. J7 01' 18, and
net a rolV, netting each of the loops in the preceding 1'OW
separately, making 120 stitches ; net 6 more rows on this
mesh , and then a row on th e No. 13 mesh, all with the
shaded silk; then take th e blue sil k, and No . II mesh,
and !let 2 stitches ill 1 of the preceding row; that is, take
up 2 loops and net them as 1. Net D mo re rows, and
then repeat the rows with the clouded silk; 5 stripes of
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the plain and clouded are sufficient for a good-sized pl1l'se.
When finished, damp it, and pnt it on the purse-stretcher;
let it remain on till perfectly dry.

Utetty g,dtelr 19utllll. witb lltowa of

~o tl eycomb

betWeen.

Take any pretty colours that contrast well, 2 reels of
clouded or chene silk, and 1 skein of a plain colour, for
instance, geranium and white clouded, and rich emerald
green, plain. (It may here be as well to remark, that in
choosing clonded silk it is always better to have those with
only 2 colours; many of the clouded silks which look
exceedingly pretty on the reel, with 3 or 4 colours, when
they come to be worked look poor and imperfect; whereas
those wibh 2 colours only have quite tbe appearance of a
pattern.) Tal{e a No. 16 mesh, and work 9 rolVs with the
clonded silk; then take tbe green, and lIet 2 rows on the
same mesb; now take a No. II mesh, and net a plain
row; now with the 16 mesb take up the honeycomb in
the following manner ;-draw the 1st stitch through the
2d, and net it; ' with a pin pick up the 2d stitch through
the centre of the 1st, and net it; continue in this way:
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draw the 3d through tbe 4th, and net it; then pick up
the 4th stitch through the centre of the 3d, and so on to
the end of the rolV . Net a plain row with the 16 mesh,
repeat the clouded and plain silk in this way till 6 stripes
of each are done, thea net up. the purse a 3d at each end
and put it on the stretcher.

'Vet!? llrettll @pen Unit lllatiern.

Cast on any uneven number of stitches. First row:
slip 1, knit I, *bring cotton forward, slip I, taking it in
front, knit I, pass slip stitch over, knit 2, repeat from
Second rolV: slip 1, i(·turn thread round the pin and bring
it in front again, purl 2 together, purl 2, repeat from *.

*.

r THE

PutNTED

BY

WOOD

END.

nROTIl~nS,
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